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Abstract

Power system stabilizers (PSSs) provide the most economical way to improve damping

of electro-mechanical oscillations in electrical power systems. Synchrophasor technol-

ogy enables the use of remotely measured signals in the PSS allowing for greater

flexibility in the design of the PSS.

Issues related to the transmission of remote signals should be addressed before

implementing such systems in practice. This study investigates two of the data trans-

mission issues: (i) delays, and (ii) data dropout; using a synchrophasor-based PSS

designed for a two-area four-generator power system model. A time delayed system

is modeled using discrete transformation and the effect of the constant delay on the

control action of improving damping of an electro-mechanical oscillation is deter-

mined analytically. The effect of random delays and data dropout is investigated

using non-linear simulations considering viable remedies to overcome these effects.

This research also identifies effective means of using synchrophasor signals for im-

proving the performance of PSSs. Primarily, this research introduces a novel control

design algorithm based on eigenstructure assignment that could utilize remotely mea-

sured signals to design a robust PSS considering different operating conditions at the

design stage. Remote signals could be used as additional inputs to the controller,

which introduces extra degrees of freedom. In eigenstructure assignment, these ad-

ditional degrees of freedom are used to assign eigenvalues and eigenvectors to have

adequate damping performance of the system over different operating conditions.

The algorithm is formulated as a derivative-free non-linear optimization problem and

solved using a single step of optimization by eliminating the use of eigenvalue sensi-

tivities.

The proposed algorithm is tested for the 68 bus model of the interconnected New
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England test system and New York power system. Three different control configura-

tions that use local and remote signals are considered in the design. The algorithm

is solved using non-linear simplex optimization considering different initial points for

seeking a global solution. Delays in the remote signals are also incorporated into

the design. The designed controllers are verified in a non-linear simulation platform.

Finally, the reliability of synchrophasor-based PSS is discussed in brief.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

With the increasing demand for electricity, the size and complexity of electrical power

networks continue to grow. As capacities of power systems reach their limits, new

generation is added, and systems are interconnected to facilitate power transfer. In

order to meet increasing electric consumption economically, present-day electrical

utilities are often operated close to their limits, and hence, such systems tend to have

poor dynamic performance and may not be safe for reliable power system operation.

Therefore, the study of dynamic behaviour of power systems is an important part of

power system operation and planning.

Interconnected power systems are complex dynamic systems. In a synchronous

machine, the frequency of the resulting alternating current (AC) in the stator wind-

ings depends on the speed of the rotor. In large power systems, there are multiple

generators and they are interconnected; they operate in synchronism at a single op-

erating frequency. Therefore, a change in the system can induce electro-mechanical

oscillations between generators. These oscillations characterize the rotor dynamics of

1
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the generators within a power system and are of low frequencies, typically ranging

from 0.1 Hz to 2 Hz. Electro-mechanical oscillations can be mainly grouped into two

categories, according to how the generators interact within the system [1]. They are:

(i) Inter-area oscillations

A groups of generators interacts with another group of generators in the system.

(ii) Local oscillations

Individual units at a generating station or generators localized to a small part

of the power system interact with each other.

Oscillations occur in a system due to external interferences or changes that happen

within the system. Continuous changes are present in the electrical system due to

variations in household and industrial electrical consumption (electrical loads). Elec-

trical power consumption varies not only during the day but also during the week,

year or even in long term planning. Large changes can occur in the system due to

electrical faults. They can occur intermittently due to weather conditions such as

lightning, storms, wind, rain or due to cold weather. These faults are removed from

the system by the operation of breakers that disconnect certain components in the

system (mostly transmission lines and in rare occasions generators and transformers).

The failure or outage of a component is known as “contingency”. The contingencies

for a given power system are selected based on the probability of occurrence or the

impact of the event. When certain elements are removed from the system, generator

power outputs, system voltages, power flow in transmission lines will get adjusted to

a new operating condition. Therefore, electrical systems operate in a wide range of

operating conditions. Some operating conditions could be oscillatory unstable, which

can be identified by analysing electro-mechanical oscillations.
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For a system to operate in synchronism, oscillations in the system should decay

out quickly. In rare occasions, electro-mechanical oscillations could grow with time,

which could result in system separation. This could eventually result in power failure

of a region which is known as a power system blackout. Three blackouts occurred

in 2003 in North America and Europe [2]. Investigations into such events explain

the importance of maintaining sufficient synchronizing and damping torque [2] [3].

A major blackout occurred in 1996 in Western Electricity Co-ordination Council

(WECC) where several cascaded events led to a heavily loaded transmission and

eventually a power failure of an entire region occurred. Insufficient damping is often

present when two regions of power systems are interconnected together. Having

adequate damping in electro-mechanical oscillations not only increases the stability

margin but also ensures reliable inter-area power transfers.

When poorly damped oscillations are present in the system, damping controllers

are added to the system to improve the damping (decay rate) of oscillations. Damp-

ing control for electro-mechanical oscillations is achieved by introducing additional

controls to existing controllers in a given power system. The most common practice

is to modulate the reference setting of the field excitation of a synchronous generator.

They are called Power System Stabilizers (PSS). PSSs are simple feedback controllers,

yet effective in damping low frequency oscillations. They are installed at generators

and use locally measured signals such as a speed signal or power output signal of the

generator as input signals.

1.2 Motivation

This research was motivated by the availability of synchronized measurements of volt-

age and current in today’s power systems. Devices that measure synchronized voltage
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and current phasors are referred to as Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs). They are

now installed in most power systems. These measurements are already in use for

power system monitoring [4][5][6]. The use of PMU signals in feedback controllers

is a possibility and this is the motivation behind this research. While phasor mea-

surements can be used as remote signals in feedback controllers, careful consideration

is necessary on how to use remote signals wisely given the possible drawbacks that

can occur. Because remote signals travel through a communication network, data

transmission issues (i.e., delays, data dropout, and the possibility of missing signals)

should be considered prior to using them in feedback control applications.

With synchrophasors, more observable feedback signals are available for the damp-

ing controllers. The number of degrees of freedom available in feedback control is

determined by the number of inputs and outputs of the feedback controller. Remote

measurements can be used as additional input signals to existing controllers and these

additional inputs offer the designer of the controller with extra degrees of freedom.

Extra degrees of freedom can be utilized in the control design process to achieve better

performance in the system.

Most of the classical control design techniques consider closed loop eigenvalues of

the system to design a damping controller. In eigenstructure assignment, closed loop

eigenvalues along with their closed loop eigenvectors are considered in the design.

This technique has been used widely in the field of aerospace applications [7] [8].

Among the different methods used for designing power system damping controllers

the eigenstructure assignment technique has not been sufficiently explored. There

are only a few related work that have used eigenstructure assignment to design power

system damping controllers. Therefore, this technique was selected as the design

method to further explore more avenues. Past work on eigenstructure assignment
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has used locally available signals to design a damping controller [9]. Current work

was focused on developing a novel algorithm based on the eigenstructure assignment

technique that solves the damping control problem using remote signals.

Power systems are nonlinear in their nature and the dynamics identified using

linear models are prone to errors due to changes in dynamics for different operating

scenarios. Hence, damping controllers should be capable of providing required damp-

ing under all possible operating scenarios. Robust design techniques take this into

account at the design level. In the proposed design using eigenstructure assignment,

the remote signals were used as inputs to the controller to increase the degrees of

freedom. The flexibility offered from remote signals was then utilized to design a

robust controller that provides required damping under multiple operating scenarios.

The main focus of this research is on the development and improvement of the

design of damping controllers. More specifically, this study focuses on how a recent,

novel technology, i.e., synchrophasors, that introduced the capability of remotely mea-

suring various signals in large-scale electrical power systems, could be used to develop

better performing damping controllers. The following list describes the objectives set

out for this research.

1. To study the effect of delays and data-dropout on the performance of damping

controllers.

2. To investigate avenues for better damping control design using remote signals

available from PMUs.

3. To develop an algorithm based on eigenstructure assignment to solve the prob-

lem of designing a stabilizer for power systems.

4. To use remote signals in the designed algorithm to increase degrees of freedom
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and utilize them to design a robust control algorithm.

5. To apply the algorithm to design power system stabilizers for a test power

system model.

6. To incorporate delays in the control design algorithm.

7. To verify designed controllers using non-linear simulations.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis

Chapter 2 provides a background to oscillatory stability and design of damping con-

trollers along with a general literature review. Chapter 3 starts with an introduction

to the synchrophasor technology and discusses communication issues and solutions

proposed in the literature. Chapter 3 focuses on analysis of two of the communication

issues: (i) delays, and (ii) data dropout. The effect of delays and data dropout on

the performance of a synchrophasor based PSS is investigated and possible solutions

to overcome these issues are also presented in the same chapter.

Chapter 4 presents a novel control design algorithm using eigenstructure assign-

ment. The chapter begins with a theoretical framework to eigenstructure assignment

and then develops into the application of the method to power systems. The proposed

robust design algorithm using eigenstructure assignment is presented along with some

comparisons to other methods in the literature.

In Chapter 5, the algorithm presented in Chapter 4 is tested to design a ro-

bust power system stabilizer for a 68-bus power system model of the interconnected

New England and New York power system. Different control configurations that

use local and remote measurements are considered and the algorithm is tested under

those configurations. Signal delays in remote measurements are also considered in
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the eigenstructure assignment based algorithm. A discussion on the reliability of a

synchrophasor based stabilizer is given at the end of the chapter.

Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the work and provides incentives for future work of

this research. The appendix contains some background information and derivations

that are helpful to understand the concepts described in the text.



Chapter 2

Analysis of Dynamics of Power

Systems and Design of Damping

Controllers

This chapter primarily focuses on providing some background on the methods of

analysis and design of damping controllers. More focus is placed on the topic of

oscillatory stability, as this is the primary area of study of this thesis. A brief outline

of power system modeling and eigenanalysis is first provided. Then, modal analysis

techniques that are useful in selecting controller locations are reviewed. This chapter

also serves to provide a literature review on robust control design techniques and wide-

area damping control. The advantages of using synchrophasor signals for damping

controllers are highlighted in the text.

8
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2.1 Introduction to Oscillatory Stability

An electrical power system is a combination of machines and devices such as gener-

ators, generator controllers, and consumer loads connected through the transmission

network. Each element of the system is modelled to represent its dynamics. For

example the equation of motion of the rotor of a synchronous generator is:

J
dωm
dt

= Tm − Te (2.1)

where,

Tm - mechanical torque in Nm;

Te - electromagnetic torque in Nm;

J - combined inertia of generator and turbine in kg m2;

ωm - angular velocity of the rotor in mechanical rad/s;

t - time in seconds.

Likewise, a detailed model of a synchronous generator is formulated considering every

element of the synchronous generator that contributes to the dynamic behavior: field,

stator and damper windings’ flux variations. Similarly, detailed models are derived

for other elements of the power system.

Electro-mechanical oscillations represent the dynamics of the generator rotor. The

ability of the generator rotor to maintain equilibrium between the electromagnetic

torque and the mechanical torque is characterised by rotor angle stability. Rotor

angle stability is defined as “the ability of synchronous machines of an interconnected

power system to remain in synchronism after being subjected to a disturbance” [10].

Rotor angle stability can be studied by analysing electro-mechanical oscillations.

Electro-mechanical oscillations have low frequencies ranging from 0.1 Hz to 2 Hz.

When a power system is modelled for rotor angle stability studies, the generator sta-
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tor transients and the transmission network transients, which have high frequencies

(compared to the frequencies of interest) are neglected in the representation to re-

duce the complexity of the system. Thereby, the dynamics of a power system can be

represented as a set of non-linear differential equations along with an algebraic rep-

resentation of the electrical transmission network [1]. The state-space representation

of these non-linear differential equations is used for rotor angle stability studies.

Time domain simulations of the power system model are carried out by solving

differential equations along with the algebraic equations using numerical integration

techniques. The operating point or the equilibrium point is determined by setting

derivatives to zero. The initial conditions used in the time domain simulations are

the values of the state variables obtained for the equilibrium point.

The rotor angle stability of a power system can be basically divided into two

categories: transient stability and small signal stability. Transient stability of a power

system is defined as “the ability of the system to maintain its synchronism when

it is subjected to a severe disturbance” [10] and it depends on the severity of the

disturbance. On the other hand, small signal stability is defined as “the ability of

the system to maintain synchronism under small disturbances” [10]. This enables the

analysis of small signal stability using a linearized power system model. Small signal

instability is an inherent problem as it does not necessarily depend on the severity of

the disturbance but depends on the post-fault steady-state operating condition.

There are two types of instability that fall under the category of small signal

stability. In one type, there is a slow increase of rotor angle due to lack of synchro-

nization torque. In the other type, there is an increase in the amplitude of rotor speed

oscillations due to insufficient damping torque, which is the topic of this thesis.

These two phenomena are shown in Figure 2.1. Oscillation 1 in Figure 2.1 shows
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the slow increase of relative angle or speed of the rotor, which leads to instability even

though the magnitude of the oscillation is decreasing. It represents a system that lacks

synchronization torque and has positive damping torque. The synchronizing torque

can be improved by having automatic voltage regulators in generators. On the other

hand, oscillation 2 in Figure 2.1 exhibits a situation with positive synchronizing torque

and a negative damping torque.

The purpose of the damping controller is to improve the damping of these oscilla-

tions so that they are decayed down to a stable operating point as oscillation 3 shown

in Figure 2.1. The relation of the synchronizing and damping torque coefficients to

the rotor angle and speed of the generator is explained in [1] using a simple model

where a single-machine is connected to a larger system through transmission lines.

When analysing large power systems, this relation is not readily apparent; however,

a similar behaviour is present in the system.
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Figure 2.1: Two types of small signal instability
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The Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR), also known as the excitation system,

controls the field excitation of the generator, which in turn controls the generator

terminal voltage to improve the first-swing rotor angle stability of the power system.

Static excitation systems are important in the sense that the system is able to with-

stand severe faults. More importantly, static exciters provide the best opportunity

to effectively damp oscillations using power system stabilizers [11]. The excitation

system can also act to reduce the damping of electro-mechanical oscillations in weak

systems under heavy generator loading conditions [12]. Therefore, including excita-

tion system models in the power system model is important to accurately determine

the damping and the frequency of electro-mechanical oscillations.

2.1.1 Linearized Power System Model

The set of non-linear differential equations are linearized around the selected feasible

operating point to arrive at the linearized power system model. Then, the linearized

power system model can be used to analyze low frequency oscillations using eigen-

analysis. The main advantage of using the linearized model of a power system is that

it enables the use of linear control methods to design feedback damping controllers.

The linearized power system can be represented in state-space format as follows:

ẋ(t)=Ax(t) +Bu(t) (2.2)

y(t)=Cx(t), (2.3)
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where,

x(t) =



x1(t)

x2(t)

...

xn(t)


u(t) =



u1(t)

u2(t)

...

ur(t)


y(t) =



y1(t)

y2(t)

...

ym(t)


.

Here symbols, x(t), u(t), and y(t) represent change in state variables, change in

inputs, and change in outputs respectively. The notation is abbreviated (for example

x is used instead of ∆x) for the purpose of simplicity and the same is used throughout

the document. The sizes of state vector, input vector, and output vector are n, r,

and m, respectively. A, B, and C represent the derived system matrices with partial

derivatives evaluated at the operating point where the system is linearized. Note

that the feed-forward matrix, D is not present in (2.3). This is because output

measurements such as speed or power signal of the generator are not directly explicit

functions of the inputs of the system.

2.1.2 Use of Eigenproperties to Analyse Low Frequency Os-

cillations

Eigenanalysis of the system matrix, A, can accurately identify low-frequency electro-

mechanical oscillations. The eigenvalues λi, (where i = 1, 2, ..., n) of the system

matrix can be computed by determining the roots of the characteristic equation:

| λiI − A |= 0, (2.4)

where I is the n× n identity matrix.
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The matrix A (A ∈ R), will produce real and pairs of complex-conjugate eigen-

values. For the system to be stable, all eigenvalues must be in the left half of the

complex plane. A complex-conjugate eigenvalue pair represents an oscillatory mode

in the system. The location of the eigenvalue pair in the complex plane determines

the frequency and the damping of the oscillatory mode as given in (2.6) and (2.7).

Consider a complex conjugate eigenvalue pair:

λi,i+1 = σ ± jε (2.5)

where σ and ε are real and imaginary parts of the complex eigenvalue.

The oscillation frequency, f is given in Hz by:

f =
ε

2π
(2.6)

The damping ratio, ζ is given by:

ζ =
−σ√
σ2 + ε2

. (2.7)

Beside eigenvalues, eigenvectors are also an important part of analysing electro-

mechanical oscillations. The right eigenvector, vi, which is a column vector of size n

can be defined for each eigenvalue λi in the system as follows.

Avi = λivi i = 1, 2, ..., n (2.8)

Similarly, left eigenvector, wi can be defined as:

wiA = wiλi i = 1, 2, ..., n. (2.9)
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Conventional practice is to select a scaled left eigenvector, so that the right and

left eigenvectors corresponding to the same eigenvalue are normalised.

wivi = 1; i = 1, 2, ..., n (2.10)

By combining eigenvectors of each eigenavalue, right and left eigenvector modal

matrices are defined as V and W in (2.11) and (2.12).

V =

[
v1 v2 . . . vn

]
(2.11)

W =

[
w1 w2 . . . wn

]
(2.12)

Mode shape can be used to identify electro-mechanical modes among many other

oscillatory modes in the system. The mode shape of the ith eigenvalue is the right

eigenvector vi of the modal matrix that relates system states to its modes. Electro-

mechanical oscillations are associated with the rotor angle and the speed of generators.

If the states of the rotor (angle and speed) have the highest contribution in the right

eigenvector of an oscillatory mode, that mode is considered as electro-mechanical.

When there are multiple generators in a system this contribution is shared among the

rotor states of different generators. Individual or groups of participating generators

can be identified for each electro-mechanical mode and thereby the modes can be

categorized into local or inter-area oscillations.

Poorly damped electro-mechanical modes can be identified for a selected power

system model using eigen-analysis. They are also known as critical eigenvalues.

Among these critical oscillatory modes, those that are of low-frequencies, especially

inter-area oscillations, will have higher settling times due to their low frequency.
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Therefore, it is important to make sure that the oscillations are damped out quickly

by maintaining a sufficient level of damping in the system. A proper design and

placement of damping controllers can ensure the required level of damping in the

system.

2.2 Use of Modal Analysis for Damping Control

There are different techniques available to assist in the selection of input signals and

the location of damping controllers. They are briefly explained in this section.

2.2.1 Participation Factors

Participating factor matrix is calculated by combining the right and left eigenvectors

which provides a unit-less measure for identifying states associated with modes. The

participation factor is defined as:

pki = vkiwki (2.13)

where, vki is the kth entry of right eigenvector vi, and wki is the kth entry of right

eigenvector wi. The participation factor, pki, gives the relative participation of kth

state variable in ith mode.

Participation factors do not provide an indication of relation of system modes

to the controller’s input and output. Therefore, participation factors do not always

provide accurate identification of controller location and its input signals. However,

when considering a large power system, it is cumbersome to consider all possible

control inputs and outputs. In such occasions, participation factors could be used to

narrow down the search to identify areas in the system that participate in the selected
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modes.

2.2.2 Controllability and Observability

Controllability and observability are two important parameters that should be con-

sidered when placing controllers. They provide measures for the selection of input

signals to the controller and the selection of the output signal of the controller or the

controller location separately. The controllability decides the best location for the

controller and can be calculated as in (2.14) for a selected mode i using the system

input matrix B considering all inputs. If a column of B
′

is zero, the corresponding

input cannot be used to control the mode i.

B
′
= wiB (2.14)

The observability can be calculated using (2.15) for a selected mode i using the

system output matrix C considering all possible outputs. It is used to select the best

input signals for the controller. Mode i is not observable in an output if the row

corresponding to that output in C
′

is zero. The signals in which the oscillatory mode

is best observable may not be the signals locally available at the controller. When

local signals are not observable, more observable remote signals can be used in con-

trollers. Calculation of residues determines the combined measure of controllability

and observability.

C
′
= Cvi (2.15)
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2.2.3 Residues

The use of a calculated residue for controller placement is more accurate than using

participation factors [13]. Residue provides a combined measure of controllability and

observability. In other words, residue is the sensitivity of a selected critical eigenvalue

to the feedback gain. The feedback gain is in the transfer function between the

controller input and output.

The power system transfer function can be written in terms of residues as:

H(s) = C(sI − A)−1B =
n∑
i=1

Ri

s− λi
, (2.16)

where Ri is the residue for the eigenvalue, λi. Thereby, the most effective input-output

pair for the critical mode can be selected using calculated residues.

The residue is calculated by first selecting possible inputs and outputs of the

system that can serve as controller inputs and outputs. The most common input

signal used in power system stabilizers is the generator speed signal. The output

signal of the stabilizer modulates the voltage reference of the exciter. If all the

generators in the system are considered as viable locations for installing a stabilizer,

the speed and exciter voltage reference of each generator can be selected as possible

system inputs and outputs. Then the residue, Ri for a selected critical eigenvalue,

λi can be calculated using (2.17) for each input and output pair where B and C

are the input and output matrices. When only a single input and a single output is

considered at a time, the input and output matrices are vectors, and the resultant

residue is a complex number. Then, the magnitude of the calculated complex value

for each input and output pair can be compared. The maximum absolute value of

the calculated residues gives the highest sensitivity or the minimum control effort in

moving the critical eigenvalue. Thereby, the best generator for having the PSS to
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damp the critical oscillatory mode can be determined.

Ri = CviwiB (2.17)

When remotely measured signals are considered in a design, the speed signal of a

remote generator can also be considered as a possible control input at a local gener-

ator. Then, B and C in (2.17) will have multiple columns and multiple rows respec-

tively. With a multiple-input and multiple-output structure the calculated residue,

Ri, will have a form of a matrix where each element of the matrix corresponds to an

input and an output defined by the corresponding column and row. The diagonal ele-

ments of the matrix represent the local control and the off-diagonal elements represent

a case where a remote signal is used as the controller input. As mentioned previously,

the maximum absolute value in the matrix determines the best input-output pair. If

an off-diagonal element has a comparatively larger value than a diagonal element, the

use of a remote signal has the advantage over local control.

The residue calculated using (2.17) can be used to compare the same type of input-

output pair. For example, residues calculated considering exciter voltage reference

and speed of different generators can be compared together. However, when signals

with different physical significance (such as frequency, speed, current, power, etc.)

are considered in a design, the calculated residue cannot be used to compare them

together.

2.2.4 Geometric Measures

Geometric measures provide effective means to compare signals of different types.

The geometric measures of controllability, mci and observability, moj are defined as

in (2.18) and (2.19) [14].
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mci(k) = cos(α(wk,bi)) =
| bi

Twk |
‖ wk ‖‖ bi ‖

(2.18)

moj(k) = cos(α(vk, cj)) =
| cjvk |
‖ vk ‖‖ cj ‖

(2.19)

where, bi is the ith column of B, cj is the jth row of C, and, || and ‖‖ represent

the modulus and the Euclidean norm respectively. α(wk,bi) is the geometric angle

between the ith input vector and the kth left eigenvector. Similarly, α(vk, cj) is the

geometric angle between the jth output vector and the kth right eigenvector. In

other words, these measures are cosines of an angle between two vectors. Therefore,

geometric measures are dimension-less and can be used to compare different types of

signals such as the speed signal and the power output of a generator.

If mci(k) is zero or has a very low value, then the mode k cannot be controlled

using the input i. Likewise, if moj(k) is zero, the mode k cannot be observed in

the output j. The joint controllability and observability measure can be calculated

between input i and output j by multiplying the individual measures as given in

(2.20).

mcoij(k) = mci(k)moj(k) (2.20)

In addition to these measures, control loop selection can also be done using ex-

tra measures such as minimizing the interaction between local and inter-area mode

oscillations [15].
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2.3 Use of of Synchrophasor Signals in Damping Controllers

Conventional damping controllers use locally available signals as their inputs. The

most common input signal used in a PSS is the speed of the generator where the PSS

is installed. Restricting to only local signals limits the number of inputs available

to the controller as well as the observability of signals. For some cases, an oscilla-

tory mode may not be observable in locally available feedback signals whereas it may

be more observable in a remote signal. With more observable signals, a controller

requires less effort. A case study given in Chapter 5 demonstrates the advantage of

using remote signals when different operating conditions of the system are considered.

When the controller is designed based on locally available signals, the controller per-

formance is restricted to what can be achieved using local signals. Therefore, remote

signals available from PMUs offer a greater flexibility for the design of controllers

that addresses different performance criteria.

System zeros depend on the selected system input and system output for the

controller. The availability of remote signals introduces enough flexibility to choose

signals considering the location of the zeros [16]. Locations of zeros are also important

as poles (eigenvalues) move towards the zeros with increasing gain in the feedback

path. Zeros on the right hand side of the complex plane or zeros with low damp-

ing close to imaginary axis are considered as badly located zeros as they limit the

performance of a controller [17].

The use of remote signals has been further justified in situations where PSSs are

not normally used particularly in nuclear power plants for reactor safety considera-

tions [16].

However, a careful consideration of remote signals is necessary, given the com-

munication issues involved with the use of synchrophasor signals. A major concern
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of using remote signals is their unreliability. There is a possibility that a remote

signal becomes unavailable due to long distance communication. Therefore, complete

dependence upon a remote signal is not desirable for safe operation. One possible so-

lution is to use a redundant local signal considering the case where the remote signal

is completely lost [18].

Apart from completely loosing the connection, there are other issues such as delays

and data dropout. Delay is constant in dedicated communication networks, whereas

delay can be time varying in open communication networks. A delay dependent

asymptotic stability criterion with time varying delay has been used to calculate

the delay margin for a closed loop system in [19] and it has also been shown that

with an increase in the rate of change of delay, the delay margin calculated for a

system having a conventional wide area damping controller is less. However, further

investigations into the effect of random delays and data dropout on the performance

of damping controllers are necessary before implementing controllers that use remote

measurements. Therefore, these issues are discussed and studied in detail in Chapter

3.

2.4 Control Structures: Centralized vs Distributed

There are mainly two types of control structures that have been considered in im-

proving the dynamic performance of a power system. They are centralized and de-

centralized (or distributed) control. Centralized control is when the controller is a

single entity (a central location) that uses signals received from different locations

and then distributes control or actuator signals to different locations. In distributed

control, there is no central controller, and each individual problem is addressed lo-

cally by using multiple controllers at different locations. PSS falls under the category
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of distributed control. They are installed at individual generators and use locally or

remotely available signals for control. Different oscillatory modes in the system are

addressed by different PSSs mostly located close to the problem.

One of the advantages of using remote signals is that it allows improvement of

damping of multiple swing modes using a fewer number of controllers [20]. Today, ac-

cess to remote measurements is possible using synchrophasor technology. Reference

[21] suggests a centralized wide-area damping control system. It has been argued

however, that the additional communication infrastructure required for realization of

such a system is more costly than installing new control devices [21]. Another advan-

tage of the centralised scheme is that it eliminates the chance of interaction among

individual controllers. A controller designed to improve the damping of a particu-

lar oscillatory mode can affect the damping of other oscillatory modes. Sometimes,

the modes corresponding to controllers in the system can also interact. Therefore,

proper coordination between damping controllers is required in the case of distributed

controllers.

Despite the many advantages of a centralized scheme, utilities often prefer the

use of decentralized controllers mainly because a centralized controller can be unre-

liable. Failure of a centralised controller can affect the entire system whereas failure

of a decentralised controller is a local problem. A decentralized hierarchical control

structure that is more reliable than centralized control has been considered in [22].

It is shown in [22] that such a scheme could enhance the dynamic performance of

the Hydro-Quebec’s power system. In this thesis, a decentralized controller scheme

is considered.
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2.5 A Review of Control Design Techniques Focusing on Ro-

bustness

There are several techniques available for the design of damping controllers. They can

be basically categorized into: (i) classical time domain control techniques; and (ii)

frequency domain control techniques. The classical time domain approaches primarily

focus on desired time domain response and properties such as settling time, overshoot,

etc., are considered in the design. Desired time response is essential when power

systems are considered. The eigenstructure assignment technique that is considered

in this thesis falls under the classical time domain control approach as it can be used

to achieve a desired transient and steady state time response.

Nowadays, frequency domain control techniques are quite popular. Analysis in

the frequency domain enables consideration of performance criteria such as robust-

ness in arriving at better controllers. They use closed loop transfer functions and

frequency domain properties such as magnitude and phase margins, singular values,

different norms such as H∞ and H2. Such designs are proven to be robust under

multiple operating conditions. Frequency domain design techniques follow a general-

ized approach and they are mostly used in designing damping controllers for FACTS

(Flexible AC Transmission Systems) devices [23] [24]. In generators equipped with

slow DC exciters, the use of power system stabilizers is difficult [23, pp.148-154]. In

such situations, FACTS devices and HVDC (High-Voltage Direct Current converters)

[25] are a better means of improving damping in the system.

The work proposed in this thesis incorporates two control design techniques. One

method is the design of a lead-lag type power system stabilizer using a conventional

method which is explained in detail in the next subsection. The other method, eigen-

structure assignment, is the main focus of this thesis. The proposed work develops
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a method to address robustness using eigenstructure assignment. Commonly used

robust control design techniques are also briefly discussed under this heading.

2.5.1 Conventional Phase Compensation Based Design

The conventional phase compensation based design approach is based on a simple

structure of a controller and only considers a single oscillatory mode. The parame-

ters of the controller are determined based on a straight forward approach. However,

this method of design is limited in its ability to address robustness. This section ex-

plains the controller design based on classical phase compensation using the calculated

residues.

The most common type of damping controllers in use in industry are power sys-

tem stabilizers. Power system stabilizers are installed at generators to modulate the

reference voltage of exciters. A typical power system stabilizer serves three main

functions: washout filter, gain and phase compensation. The block diagram of a sin-

gle input PSS is shown in Figure 2.2. It uses the speed deviation of the generator, ω

as the input signal, and produces a voltage signal, Vs which is then added to the ref-

erence voltage of the excitation system. In Figure 2.2, Vsmax and Vsmin are upper and

lower settings of the output limiter. The washout filter is a high pass filter, which

prevents the controller from responding to steady changes, while not affecting the

damping controller’s main function. The washout filter time constant Tw is usually

in the range of 2 s to 20 s.

The gain and phase compensation parameters of the PSS are determined based

on calculated residue of the selected input and output of the controller. The angle

of the residue gives the initial direction of movement of the critical eigenvalue when

there is only a gain in the feedback path. Depending on the residue angle, a phase
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delay or a phase advance is required to move the eigenvalue horizontally to the left

of the complex plane. The values of the time constants T11, T12, T21, and T22 are

selected to have the required phase compensation. Finally, the gain K in Figure 2.2

determines the distance the eigenvalue is moved in the complex plane in order to have

the required damping.
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Figure 2.2: Block diagram of a PSS

Let the transfer function of the PSS be F (s,K) which is assumed to be a product

of constant gain K and the dynamic term Fd(s). The terms K and Fd(s) correspond

to the gain and phase compensation blocks in Figure 2.2. The eigenvalue sensitivity

is defined as the shift of the eigenvalue for an unit increment of feedback gain. This

is given by equation 2.21.

∂λ

∂K
= Fd(λi)Ri. (2.21)

The required direction of eigenvalue movement in the complex plane can be

achieved by designing the dynamic term Fd(λi). According to the phase relationship

of (2.21), the required phase compensation (phase of Fd(λi)) is determined based on

the residue angle and direction of eigenvalue movement. With only a gain in the feed-

back, eigenvalue will move in the direction of the residue angle. The usual practice

is to move the critical eigenvalue horizontally in the complex plane so that the closed
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loop eigenvalue satisfies a required damping criterion as shown in Figure 2.3. The

additional phase required to move the eigenvalue in the direction of 180o is given by

(2.22). When a phase compensation of more than 90o is required according to (2.22),

negative feedback can be used so that the phase of Fd(λi) is less than 90o.

∠Fd(λi) = 180o − ∠Ri. (2.22)

Time constants of the phase compensation block can be calculated to provide the

required compensation. The maximum angle that can be provided by one compensa-

tion block is given by (2.23).

sinθmax =
1− a
1 + a

(2.23)

where a =
T12
T11

The frequency at which the maximum phase angle occurs (given by (2.24)) is

selected to be the frequency of the critical oscillatory mode. Using (2.23) and (2.24),

the time constants can be calculated.

ωmax =
1√
aT11

(2.24)
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Figure 2.3: Desired movement of the critical eigenvalue in the complex plane

The minimum damping requirement of 5% is the usual performance criterion

required by utilities for oscillatory modes. According to Figure 2.3, the required

change in critical eigenvalue, ∆λ, can be determined so that closed loop eigenvalue

has 5% damping. The magnitude of gain K can be calculated using the equation

(2.21) when the magnitudes of the residue and dynamic term are known. The value

of gain calculated using (2.21) is valid for a small increase in gain as the equation

(2.21) is derived based on linearization and so does the direction of movement.

2.5.2 Eigenstructure Assignment Technique

The eigenstructure assignment technique considers closed loop eigenvalues and closed

loop eigenvectors. Closed loop eigenvalues represent frequency and decay rates of the

oscillations. Eigenvalues are assigned to specific locations to arrive at the required

damping. Closed loop eigenvectors are also an important part of a design. Eigen-

vectors determine the magnitude of the oscillations or in other words, the level of
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excitation of oscillations in the system. Eigenstructure assignment technique assigns

a set of closed loop eigenvalues to some predefined locations and selects their right or

left eigenvectors according to required performance criterion [26]. This technique is

mostly used in the field of aerospace engineering, and only few attempts have been

made with application to power systems. The eigenstructure assignment technique

applied to stabilizer design is first reported in [27]. Kshatriya et al., [9] designed a

damping controller for a doubly-fed induction generator using parametric partial left

eigenstructure assignment. The controller was designed as a dynamic compensator

to facilitate the degree of freedom required for the design [9]. A multi-objective non-

linear optimization technique was used in [9] to overcome the difficulties of applying

the left eigenstructure assignment technique to power systems.

2.5.3 Robust Control

This thesis is focused on one aspect of designing better controllers, i.e., the robust-

ness. Robust designs have been considered in the literature so that the designed

damping controller provides the required damping under multiple operating condi-

tions. In a conventional design where a PSS has the structure given in Figure 2.2,

the multiple operating conditions can be incorporated into the design by formulating

it as a non-linear optimization problem. In the optimization problem, the gain and

time constants of the phase compensation block shown in Figure 2.2 are selected as

decision variables. Such a design was proposed in [28] to tune PSSs for multiple oper-

ating conditions. Past work on robust design of damping controllers are summarised

below under different commonly used robust control design techniques.
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Robust Control Using Linear Matrix Inequalities

In this method, the damping control problem is formulated as a convex optimization

problem and solved using Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMI) solvers [29]. The robust-

ness has been addressed by considering different operating conditions, and the design

of multiple controllers together in a decentralized manner has also been possible [30].

Robust Control Using H2 / H∞

H2 / H∞ control are frequency domain techniques that consider loop transfer func-

tions [3]. These techniques are known to produce robust damping controllers that

work under multiple operating conditions [31]. However, in these methods the order

of the controller turns out to be the same as the order of the system plus the weighting

functions that are used to define performance measures [31]. A linearized model of a

power system will have thousands of states and therefore, linear model reduction is

required in these approaches to design low order controllers. The problem of design-

ing of robust controllers for power systems using H2 / H∞ can be solved using LMI

[24] [21] [20].

Robust Design Based on µ Synthesis

µ synthesis is also a frequency domain technique, which involves calculating a per-

formance measure called structured singular value (µ). This technique can address

errors of the system model at the design level by considering them as structured

uncertainties in the system [32, pp. 271-300] [29]. The controllers designed using µ

synthesis have better performance in terms of robustness compared to a power system

stabilizer designed using conventional methods [33]. A decentralised design has been

proposed in [33] where multiple controllers have been designed sequentially consider-
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ing single-input single-output µ synthesis based controller at a time; the previously

designed controllers were included in the subsequent designs.

Robust Design Using Eigenstructure Assignment

Eigenstructure assignment technique is also capable of designing a robust controller,

however, this aspect has not been investigated yet. In earlier work on eigenstructure

assignment [9], the objective of selecting optimal left eigenvectors was to reduce the

excitation of the problematic modes. The design proposed in [9] does not ensure

satisfactory performance over different operating conditions. The robustness was

achieved by repeating the design and extensively testing the controller for different

operating conditions. In this thesis, the extra degrees of freedom available for the

selection of an eigenstructure is utilized to design a damping controller that works

under multiple operating conditions. This approach guarantees the robustness of the

designed controller under multiple operating conditions.

Also, remote signals have not been considered in [9]. Using remote signals, there is

a greater possibility of designing better controls that work well for a range of operating

conditions.

2.6 Wide Area Damping Control Considering Data Trans-

mission Issues

The damping controllers that use wide area synchrophasor signals are called as Wide

Area Damping Controllers (WADC). Recently, a WADC was successfully developed

and tested on a trial basis by China southern power grid to damp out inter-area

oscillations by modulating multiple HVDC systems [34]. Redundant measurements

were considered in the centralized controller so that loss of measurements from single
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or multiple control locations had minimum adverse effects on control action.

The loss of remote signals is less critical with a decentralized hierarchical control

structure which has been proven to enhance the dynamic performance of the Hydro-

Quebec power system [22]. Remote signals can also be added to existing controllers

in the system as additional inputs. It has been demonstrated in [16] that the use of

multiple input signals provides additional damping to the inter-area modes. More-

over, improving damping of multiple modes can be achieved using a fewer number of

controllers [20].

The transmission delays can also be considered when designing controllers. Ac-

cording to [35] a typical time delay in the feedback signal can range from 0.01 s to 1

s. In [35], a unified Smith predictor based approach has been used for a time delayed

system with a fixed delay of 0.75 s and the controller was designed based on H∞

control technique and solved using LMI toolbox.

Design of a damping controller that works under different time delays has been

considered in [36] using Gain Scheduling (GS) method. In GS method, the controller

is formulated in terms of a measured parameter (signal transmission delay in this

case). Delays ranging from 50 ms to 250 ms in steps of 50 ms have been considered

as different operating conditions to test the proposed GS design [36].

A different method of generating the output signal of the damping controller is

proposed in [37] where the measured signal to the controller is expressed as a pha-

sor. This type of a controller is called phaser Power Oscillation Damping Controller

(POD). An adaptive phasor POD is proposed in [38] to compensate for time varying

delay. The time stamp information at the signal measuring point and at the controller

can be used to determine the data transmission delay. In [38], the calculated delay

from the time stamp has been used to compensate for the delay by shifting the ref-
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erence frame used in the phaser POD. The performance of the adaptive phaser POD

has been better compared with the GS method when the applied delay is greater than

0.5 s.

In this thesis, transmission delay that has a random distribution over time was

considered and a possible solution to compensate random delays was investigated. In

the proposed work that was carried out using eigenstructure assignment, the delay in

the remote feedback signal was considered at the design stage.



Chapter 3

A Study on Effects of Delays and

Data Dropout on the Performance

of Power System Stabilizers

The communication infrastructure facilitates the efficient operation of various entities

of a power system in a timely manner. Today, utilities rely on newer technologies

that help efficiently carry out most of their everyday operations and also to improve

the performance of the electrical power system. Recently introduced Synchropha-

sor technology offers many avenues for improvement in power system monitoring

and control. The measurements obtained from PMUs are already in use for on-line

power system monitoring. Using them as feedback signals in damping controllers

can be a possible application in the near future. However, it is important to inves-

tigate the effect of data communication issues on the performance of synchrophasor

measurements-based damping controllers before using remotely measured signals in

a controller. This chapter serves that purpose by investigating into some of the data

communication issues.

34
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An overview of the sychrophasor network and inherent issues when using syn-

chrophasor measurements for feedback control applications are discussed in the first

part of this chapter. Two of the data communication issues are studied in this thesis.

They are the delay and data dropout. The delay can be constant or time varying.

This chapter starts with a delay analysis that was first carried out by considering a

constant delay in the feedback path. Constant time delayed feedback control system

was then modeled using discrete transformation.

Delays can vary randomly depending on network traffic. The use of an adaptive

damping controller, which requires switching between different compensator values

according to time-stamped delays, has been investigated as a possible solution in the

past [39]. Recent studies show that measured delays in the synchrophasor network

can be represented using a known random distribution method. Random delays were

considered in the subsequent section and the analysis was carried out using time-

domain simulations. As an alternative to the solution proposed in the past, this

study proposes a different solution that does not require switching between different

compensator values.

At the end of this chapter, the effect of data dropout is investigated using time

domain simulations. More importantly, a simulations based study is proposed in

this chapter for analyzing the effect of random delays and data dropout for a known

behavior of random delays and data dropout.

3.1 An Overview of the Synchrophasor Network

Devices called PMUs that measure bus voltage and current along with a time syn-

chronizing signal are installed at a selected number of locations in electric power

utilities. They calculate synchronized phasor, frequency, and rate of change of fre-
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quency. These devices are time synchronised with a Global Positioning System (GPS)

and are capable of providing real time system information to power system opera-

tors. Today, power systems geographically span over thousands of kilometers and

when PMUs are strategically placed over the power network the overall system status

can be observed [40]. The data measured from these devices are passed to the control

centers through synchrophasor communication networks.

In a synchrophasor communication network, data are sampled and sent as data

packets (also known as data frames) [41]. The data reporting rates used in PMUs are

multiples and sub-multiples of the system frequency 60 Hz (i.e., frequencies of 10, 12,

15, 20, 30, 60, 120 of 60 Hz nominal frequency) [41]. These measurements travel long

distances passing through a number of devices in the synchrophasor network. An

illustration of the network is shown in Figure 3.1. In a typical PMU network, signals

are measured by PMUs, and travel through a number of regional devices called Phasor

Data Concentrators (PDC) before arriving at the control center. Multiple PMUs are

connected to a PDC. PDC works as a node in a communication network that collects

all the data coming from PMUs connected to it, and sends them in a single stream

to a super PDC or a higher level device. Before arriving at control centers, the data

could route through Local Area Networks (LAN) and Wide Area Networks (WAN)

depending on the type of communication technology used. In [42] a synchrophasor-

based Wide Area Monitoring and Control system (WAMC) has been considered in

three layers: data acquisition, data management, and applications.
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Figure 3.1: A schematic representation of the synchrophasor network

The use of synchrophasor data for power system monitoring has already been

successful [4]. Damping controllers that use remote measurements have been proven to

provide better performance in certain situations [43]. The advantage of using remote

signals during contingencies has been illustrated in section 5.1.1 using a case study.

However, the use of synchrophasor data for control applications is demanding in terms

of reliability and the performance of the controller when subjected to communication

errors.

The most common signal used in power system stabilizers is the speed signal of

the generator. The PMU measures the frequency as the speed of rotation of the

phasor. The generator rotor speed can be estimated from a PMU connected to a
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generator bus [44], [45]. In situations where access to a remote generator’s speed

signal is not possible through PMUs, the most observable signals among the available

signals from PMUs can be used such as power flow in a tie line [45]. However, the

generator rotor angle and the angular velocity are less affected by line faults and

they have been considered in a dynamic states estimator in [44]. Integration of other

measurements such as measurements from a synchronous generator as inputs to the

PMU measurement system could be a possibility in the near future.

3.2 Communication Issues in Synchrophasor Networks

When using signals that are transmitted through a synchrophasor network, data

transmission issues such as network induced delays, data dropout, and data disor-

dering are inherent [46], [47]. The reference [42] illustrates the data quality issues

present when synchophasor measurements are used in a Static Var Compensator

(SVC). These issues can degrade the performance of synchrophasor-based damping

controllers and therefore, must be properly addressed before synchrophasor signals

are used in damping controllers. The main focus of the studies carried out in this

chapter is the effect of delays and data dropout. A brief introduction to these issues

is given in the next two subsections.

3.2.1 Delays

Delays are present in measurements depending on how much time they take to travel

from the measured location to the destination (controller) including processing times.

Delays can be constant or time varying depending on the communication infrastruc-

ture being used. A communication network that is dedicated to transferring syn-

chrophasor data exhibits constant delays in the measurements although it can be
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costly to implement such infrastructure. Therefore, economical practice would be to

share the existing communication infrastructure where delays can vary.

A summary of causes of delays and their typical range is given in the IEEE stan-

dard for Synchrophasor Data Transfer for Power Systems [41]. According to [41],

delays that occur due to communication distance are relatively small compared to de-

lays due to other causes. The standard [41] says “buffering, de-multiplex/multiplex

points, forwarding and routing can add tens to hundreds of milliseconds and may

not be very predictable”. Delays also vary depending on the type of communication

links in synchrophasor networks [48]. Therefore, it is also important to study how

time-varying delays affect the performance of a damping controller.

3.2.2 Data Dropout

Remote measurements are discretized and the data is transmitted as data-packets.

However, some data packets can go missing during transmission and they may not

arrive at the receiving center. This is known as data dropout [49]. Some possible

scenarios of data dropout are described in the following text.

Data communication methods have been evolved significantly, and today the net-

worked communication using Internet Protocol (IP) is common. The communication

among devices on the network is achieved using data transmission protocols such as

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and each

method has its own advantages and disadvantages. The method UDP does not re-

transmit data packets if an error occurs; therefore, some packets can be lost in the

transmission. Data dropout is discussed in [50] where the PMU data stream is trans-

mitted through the internet and the maximum dropout rate recorded is in the order

of 1%.
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Another possible place where data dropout can happen is at the PDC [41]. Due

to latency requirements of the applications, the PDC will wait a maximum finite time

for the data to arrive at the PDC [42]. Once the waiting time is over, the PDC will

send whatever data it has collected during the waiting time. The lower the maximum

waiting time, the higher the chance of data dropout.

The effect of data dropout also depends on the sampling rate in network control

systems. Reference [49] states that with a state (sampled at an interval of h) being

transmitted at a certain rate r (where (1− r) is the data dropout rate), the effective

sampling interval for the receiver is h/r. This implies that with a smaller sampling

interval h, for the same effective sampling interval h/r, the transmission rate is lower

(1−r is higher). In other words, by having a higher sampling rate, the samples can be

allowed to be dropped at a higher rate while still ensuring a stable feedback control

[49].

PMUs support different data reporting rates, which can be selected by the user. A

selection of a suitable reporting rate depends on the requirements of the application.

With a chosen reporting rate, it is important to study how the performance of the

controller will vary with different rates of data dropout. This kind of analysis will

provide an estimation on the maximum data dropout rate that could be allowed in

the network to ensure acceptable performance in the system.

3.3 The Test System

To study the effect of delays and data dropout, a simple feedback controller: a power

system stabilizer, that uses a remotely measured signal is considered in this chapter.

The power system stabilizer was designed for an adopted version of the two-area

four-generator power system model [1]. The single line diagram of the test system is
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shown in Figure 3.2. Under the selected operating point, the real and reactive power

generated from each generator are given in Table 3.1. Loads and shunt compensation

are included in buses 5 and 6. Generators 1 to 4 are represented as sixth order round

rotor models in sub-transient level [51]. Four AC-type excitation system models were

used in the four generators. The excitation systems are modelled as IEEE type AC4A

excitation system models. Dynamic data of the system are the same as in [13].

Table 3.1: Real and reactive power generation of each unit
Generator number Real power / (MW) Reactive power / (MVAR)

1 664.211 -12.865
2 664.400 492.062
3 564.661 -17.737
4 500.000 484.696

This system consists of two geographically separated areas and exhibits inter-area

electro-mechanical oscillations. The selection of the PSS location and the design of

parameters of the PSS are carried out using the calculated residues.

Bus 1

900 MW

-255 MVAR

Gen. 1

Gen. 2

Bus 6Bus 5Bus 2

Area 1 Area 2

Bus 4
Bus 3

Gen. 3

Gen. 4

250 MVAR
900 MW

250 MVAR

-254 MVAR

25 km 25 km

10 km 10 km

220 km

Figure 3.2: Single line diagram of two-area four-generator power system model

Eigenanalysis of the test system revealed a poorly damped inter-area mode that

has a frequency of 0.3337 Hz, and a damping ratio of 0.0237 (λ = −0.0497±2.0966i).

The analysis of mode-shape showed that the generators in area 1 oscillate together

with the generators in area 2. The next step was to identify the best location for a
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PSS and the best input signals to the PSS. PSS modulates the voltage reference of

the exciter by using input signals such as the generator speed signal and the power

output signal. The use of speed signal in PSS is common. The voltage references

to four exciters and the speed signals of four generators were considered as possible

inputs and outputs of the system. In the residue matrix R, rij gives the sensitivity of

the selected modal eigenvalue to the feedback gain between ith output and jth input

where i, j vary from 1 to 4. The calculated residue matrix is given by (3.1) in polar

form.

|R|∠θ =



2.76∠−19.8o 5.02∠−15.4o 1.56∠153.8o 4.97∠160.6o

2.86∠−18.5o 5.20∠−14.1o 1.61∠155.2o 5.15∠161.9o

6.61∠−50.3o 12.02∠−45.9o 3.72∠123.3o 11.91∠130.1o

6.60∠−49.8o 12.00∠−45.4o 3.72∠123.9o 11.90∠130.6o



The magnitude of a residue value in the matrix gives the eigenvalues shift for a

unit increment of gain in the feedback of corresponding input and output. The largest

of the magnitudes decides the most effective site for the PSS. According to this, the

best configuration is to use the speed signal of the 3rd generator as the feedback

signal in the PSS installed at the 2nd generator. However, a PSS that uses a local

signal at the 4th generator is the more practical choice because it does not require

remote signals. Since the test system should have a remotely measured signal in the

PSS, speed of the generator 3 was used in the PSS located at generator 2.

A phase-advance type PSS was selected for the design. The requirement of 5%

damping is commonly used in utilities. Therefore, the design of parameters of the

PSS was carried out to improve the damping of the inter-area mode to 5%.
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The required direction of eigenvalue movement in the complex plane can be

achieved by designing the phase of dynamic term Fd(λi) in (2.21). The required

phase compensation is determined based on the residue angle, which is 45.9o for the

selected input-output pair. With negative feedback, the additional phase required to

move the eigenvalue in the required direction is provided by choosing the phase of

the dynamic term Fd(λi) as:

∠Fd(λi) = ∠Ri. (3.1)

Two identical cascaded phase advance blocks were selected for the PSS design.

Time constants of the phase advance blocks and the gain were determined following

the procedure given in section 2.5.1. A washout filter with a time constant of 10 s

was also included so that the frequencies of interest are passed relatively unchanged.

The designed PSS was considered as the synchrophasor based feedback controller

in the analysis of delays and data dropout. The damping improvement that resulted

from the PSS is shown in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.3 shows speed response of the generator

3 of the linearized power system model by applying a pulse disturbance to the exciter

reference of generator 2.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of generator speed waveforms of open loop and closed loop

systems

In the first part of the study, modeling delays in the feedback signal to the PSS

was carried out using the linearized power system model. Then, the analysis was

continued to simulating random delays using the linearized model. Later, the effect

of random delays and data dropout was invesigated using the non-linear test system

model simulated on a non-linear simulation platform.

3.4 Modeling and Analysis of Constant Time Delays in Feed-

back Control

Time delayed systems are inherently infinite dimensional systems (time delay, τ can

be represented as e−sτ in Laplace domain). Representing such systems in states-space

involves approximations. Discrete transformation is a well-known accurate approach

that has been used to model delays in networked control systems [49]. Another known
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approximation is the Padé approximation, which approximates the delay as a low-

order transfer function, which has been used in [16] for designing a multiple input

PSS. In this section, the delay is modeled using discrete transformation and the effect

of constant delay on the feedback path on the stabilizer is derived analytically.

3.4.1 Modeling Time Delayed System Using Discrete Trans-

formation

In discrete transformation, the continuous time system is transformed to a discrete

time system by zero-order-hold sampling. Then the delay is modeled as additional

state variables representing the past sampled values [52, pp. 48-50]. The eigenval-

ues of the discretized closed loop system are calculated and mapped to the s-plane

to obtain the closed loop system eigenvalues. Thereby the sensitivity of the critical

eigenvalue to delay is studied and results are verified with residue angle direction.
 

  

  

   

Plant 

Power System 

Stabilizer (PSS) 

PMU Network 

delay,  

,  

Figure 3.4: Block diagram of the networked closed loop system representing the time
delayed feedback signal

The derivation of closed loop system matrix, when there is a constant delay in the

feedback signal is given in this section. Consider the simple networked closed loop

system, shown in Figure 3.4. The PSS uses an output signal of the plant, which is

coming through a communication network. Therefore, the output signal is τ seconds
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delayed when the signal arrives at the PSS.
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Figure 3.5: Timing diagram with network induced delay, τ

A single state-space system can be obtained by combining the states of the plant

and the PSS as given by (3.2) and (3.3).

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Byd(t) (3.2)

y(t) = Cx(t), (3.3)

where yd(t) is the delayed input signal to the combined system. The delay is modeled

by sampling the continuous state-space system to a discrete state-space model. Let

us consider a simple case where the delay is less than the sampling period of the

discrete system, h. When the signal or the samples of the system undergoes a delay

of τ , the most recent two output samples y(k − 1) and y(k) are required to calculate

xk+1 as illustrated in Figure 3.5.

Then the discretized delayed state-space system can be obtained according to the

formulation given in [52, pp. 48-50]:
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xk+1 = φxk + Γ0yk + Γ1yk−1 (3.4)

yk = Cxk, (3.5)

where,

φ = eAh

Γ0 =

∫ h−τ

0

eAsdsB

Γ1 = eA(h−τ)
∫ τ

0

eAsdsB.

The additional state coming from the delayed input sample is combined with the

system states to obtain an augmented state vector given by:

zk = [xk
T , yTk−1]

T . (3.6)

Then closed loop system is:

zk+1 = φ̃zk, (3.7)

where,

φ̃ =

 φ+ Γ0C Γ1

C 0

 .

For longer delays (delays longer than a sampling period), considering the delay τ

to be within (l− 1)h < τ < lh, where l is an integer, the discrete domain state space

system can be obtained in a similar manner [52, pp. 50,51]:
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xk+1 = φxk + Γ0(τ
′
)yk−l+1 + Γ1(τ

′
)yk−l (3.8)

yk = Cxk (3.9)

where

Γ0(τ
′
) =

∫ h−τ ′

0

eAsdsB

Γ1(τ
′
) = eA(h−τ

′
)

∫ τ
′

0

eAsdsB

τ
′

= τ − (l − 1)h.

Additional states coming from the delayed input samples are combined with the

system states to obtain an augmented state vector given by (3.10).

zk = [xT
k , y

T
k−l, .., y

T
k−1]

T (3.10)

The closed loop system is:

zk+1 = φ̃zk (3.11)

where

φ̃ =



φ Γ1(τ
′
) Γ0(τ

′
) · · · 0

0 0 I · · · 0

...
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 0 · · · I

C 0 0 · · · 0


.
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3.4.2 Discretized Time Delayed Test System Model

A step by step procedure is given for obtaining the discrete model of the time delayed

test system and calculating complex plane system eigenvalues.

First, it is important to decide on a sampling rate so that the discretized system

adequately represents the continuous system. A sampling rate of 100 Hz is used to

sample the continuous system. This frequency is fairly adequate, considering the fre-

quency of the oscillatory mode of interest. This is further verified by comparing the

eigenvalues of the discrete system having no delay with the eigenvalues of the original

system. For this, the eigenvalues of the discrete system are mapped to the s-plane.

Table 3.2 compares the eigenvalues of the system for the two cases. The maximum

error in the magnitude of eigenvalues is 0.081%.

After selecting an appropriate sampling rate, the discretized closed loop system

can be obtained using the modeling method given in section 3.4.1. The delays reported

in synchrophasor network (in the range from 10 ms even up to 1 s in the worst

case) can be much higher than the sampling period used to discretized the system.

There will be l number of additional states in the closed loop system representing the

delay. Hence, there will be l number of additional eigenvalues in the time delayed

discretized closed loop system. It should be noted that these additional eigenvalues

do not represent plant characteristics. The discrete eigenvalues were then mapped to

the s-plane. The additional eigenvalues introduced by the delay occupied a distinctly

separate region in the complex plane compared to the system eigenvalues.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of eigenvalues of the sampled system with the continuous
system

Continuous Discrete Continuous Discrete

-109.982 -109.982 -0.727+0.980i -0.726+0.980i

-109.383 -109.383 -0.727-0.980i -0.726-0.980i

-105.098 -105.098 -1.023+0.658i -1.024+0.658i

-104.824 -104.82 -1.023-0.658i -1.024-0.658i

-88.926 -88.92 -0.000 -0.000

-89.651 -89.651 -0.121 -0.121

-94.629 -94.630 -0.307 -0.307

-94.931 -94.931 -0.270+0.396i -0.270+0.396i

-0.831+7.612i -0.831+7.612i -0.270-0.396i -0.270-0.396i

-0.831-7.612i -0.831-7.612i -0.248+0.355i -0.248+0.355i

-0.877+7.395i -0.877+7.395i -0.248-0.355i -0.248-0.355i

-0.877-7.395i -0.877-7.395i -1.4 -1.4

-5.896 -5.896 -1.6 -1.6

-5.617 -5.617 -2.4 -2.4

-3.811 -3.813 -2.6 -2.6

-3.329+0.542i -3.329+0.545i -3.4 -3.4

-3.329-0.542i -3.329+0.545i -3.6 -3.6

-0.107-2.098i -0.107-2.099i -4.4 -4.4

-0.107+2.098i -0.107+2.099i -4.6 -4.6

-2.503 -2.500

3.4.3 Analysis of the Sensitivity of Critical Mode to Delay

The sensitivity of the critical eigenvalue to the delay in the feedback signal is analyzed

by computing the closed loop critical eigenvalue with increasing values of delay. For

a delay of 749.2 ms which corresponds to a quarter period of the critical mode, the

eigenvalue pair has moved to −0.04606 ±2.151j.

The location of the critical closed loop eigenvalue of the time delayed system

is compared with the closed loop critical eigenvalue of the system without delay in

Figure 3.6. There is a phase deviation of 92.82o between the closed loop eigenvalue

without considering the delay, and the eigenvalue corresponding to 749.2 ms delay.

However, the angle corresponding to the applied delay is 90o or a quarter period.
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There is an error of 3.14% in the angle, and 2.81% in the magnitude. This error is

due to the linear approximation.
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Figure 3.6: Phase deviation for a 749.2 ms delay

Another important observation derived from this analysis is that when the delay

is increased beyond the delay corresponding to 90o phase shift, the eigenvalue pair

moves towards instability region even past the original eigenvalue of the system before

adding the PSS. This is shown in Figure 3.7 when the delay is increased from 10 ms

to 1.5 s.
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Figure 3.7: Sensitivity of delay to critical eigenvalue

These results can be verified using the residue angle and the applied phase com-

pensation. When there is no delay, the PSS acts to move the critical eigenvalue pair

to left of the complex plane horizontally. When there is a delay, the directed residue

angle or the phase compensation will change by an amount corresponding to the phase

lag introduced by the delay, and thus the direction in which the eigenvalue moves.

Therefore, the PSS moves the eigenvalue in a direction given by 180o minus the angle

of the phase lag introduced by the delay.

3.5 Random Delays and Compensation for Random Delays

Delays in the synchrophasor network are not constant but time varying. The variation

can have random behavior [53]. This variation is different for different networks.

However, the delay measurements can be recorded using time-stamp information and
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the variation of the delay from the measurement location to the controller can be

studied online. The delay measurements can be recorded for a selected number of time

periods and the variation of delays over a selected time frame can be approximated to

a known probability distribution. It is shown in [53] that normally distributed delays

provide the best fit for modeling the delays of sorted phasor measurement data. The

duration of delay measurements used in [53] was 30 days with an interval of every

10 seconds. Once the variation is approximated, it can be used to test feedback

controllers. Thereby, a simulation based study can be used to analyze the effect of

variations of delays on the performance of the controller.

3.5.1 Representing Random Delays in Simulink

A simulation based study was carried out to identify the effect of random delays on

the performance of synchrophasor based stabilizers. The study used two variations

of random delays: (i) normal distribution; and (ii) uniform distribution. Normal

distribution is a very common variation and there is also evidence to support its

resemblance for variation of delays in sorted phasor measurements [53]. Uniform dis-

tribution was selected so that it provides a worst case scenario of the delay variations.

The test scenario given in section 3.3 was used in the simulation.

Simulations were carried out in MATLAB Simulink using the linearized model

of the power system to find out the appropriate level of compensation required for

random delays. A Simulink model was developed to represent the randomly varying

time delay. The remote signal, fed as the input to the PSS, is delayed by an amount

corresponding to the random number generated in each time step. Two probability

distributions were selected to have a mean of 0.5 s (500 ms) delay, which is an average

value of delays reported in literature. The selected normal distribution has a variance
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of 0.01 (standard deviation of 0.1 s) with a confidence interval of 99.7 % in the range

of 0.2 to 0.8 as shown in Figure 3.8(a). The selected variance represents a large

delay variation that could occur for the selected mean delay and it was considerably

larger than what has been reported in the literature. In [53], the standard deviation

of delays in the output signal of PDC was around 0.0031 s. In Figure 3.8(b), the

random numbers are generated between 0.2 and 0.8 for the uniform distribution case.

These two variations provide delays that vary from 200 ms to 800 ms.
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Figure 3.8: Variations of random delays
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Figure 3.9: Setup for random delays in MATLAB Simulink [54]

To observe the controller performance for randomly varying delay, the system was
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excited by applying a pulse at the voltage reference of the exciter of the second gen-

erator. The speed of the third generator was observed where the critical oscillatory

mode is best observable. A sample Simulink case is shown in Figure 3.9 for the uni-

formly distributed random delay case. Performance of the controller in each variation

was evaluated based on the damping of the speed waveform.
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Figure 3.10: Speed responses with normal and uniform distributed delays [54]

First, the output waveforms generated using this model are compared against the

waveforms generated using fixed delays of 500 ms and 550 ms. The speed waveform

with random delays almost overlaps with the waveform of constant 500 ms delay

except for having a slightly lower damping as shown in Figure 3.10. Comparing

against the waveform with 550 ms delay, this slight deterioration of damping due to

the random nature is not even close to that of the additional 50 ms delay.
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3.5.2 Compensation for Random Delays

With a delay in the feedback loop, the angle of the residue will have an additional

lag. This amount is calculated from the time delay and the frequency of the critical

mode. The PSS can be designed to incorporate an additional phase advance to

compensate for this phase lag. When the delay is constant, the amount of phase

advance can be calculated from the constant delay. However, with randomly varying

delay, the question is how much compensation should be introduced in the controller

to compensate for randomly varying delays.

As discussed in the previous section, damping of the oscillatory mode with ran-

dom delays is similar to the damping corresponding to having a constant mean delay.

Therefore, mean delay compensation would be the obvious solution for compensat-

ing for random delays. Time simulations were carried out using an additional phase

advanced PSS for normal and uniformly distributed random delays. Two cases were

considered: (i) the PSS with an additional phase advance of 500 ms; and (ii) the PSS

with an additional phase advance of 800 ms. Resulting waveforms are shown in Figure

3.11 for uniformly distributed random delays. Uniform probability distributed ran-

dom delays are applied as in the previous section. The waveform obtained with mean

delay compensation almost overlaps with the waveform obtained without delay. It

is clear from the results that the maximum delay compensation gives a lower damp-

ing compared to mean delay compensation. With maximum delay compensation,

PSS overcompensates for all other delays except for the maximum delay. Therefore,

maximum delay compensation is not desirable for compensating random variation of

delays. The results were similar for the normal distributed random delay case.
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Figure 3.11: Phase compensation for uniform distributed random delay [54]

3.6 Non-linear Simulation of Random Delays and Data Dropout

It is essential that the simulations of random delays and data dropout should be

carried out in a non-linear simulation platform. The non-linear model of the two-

area four-generator power system was simulated in the Real Time Digital Simulation

(RTDS) [55]. The two-area four-generator system with the same parameters was

used in the real time simulation. The system was brought to the same steady state

operating point.

The events such as random delays and packet loss are random in nature and

mathematically modeling their behavior is difficult. However, data dropout rate can

be monitored in the implemented synchrophasor network and typical dropout rates

can be identified as in the case of random delays. This section presents a study on

investigating the effect of random delays and data dropout on the performance of the

PSS using simple analogies to represent variation of random delays and data dropout.
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In a time domain simulation, the effect of random delays and data dropout is

different at each time instant as they are varying continuously in a random manner.

Simply determining the damping and frequency at a selected instant is not sufficient

for accurately predicting their effect. One possibility is to determine the damping at

multiple time instances. The larger the number of data points in the data set, the

more random variations can be captured and more accurate the final result predicted

from this analysis. Then, by considering the data set taken at different time instances,

the average and the worst case damping can be determined.

3.6.1 Identifying Damping Ratio Using Time Domain Re-

sponse

In order to assess the damping and frequency of the critical oscillatory mode at dif-

ferent instances of random variations (of the delay or the data dropout), a small

disturbance was applied at multiple time instances in a random manner and the sub-

sequent system responses were recorded to evaluate the damping. Multiple responses

were recorded to create a number of data points in a data set to evaluate the damping

and frequency from the data set.

The test system had a two-cycle critical clearing time for a three-phase line to

ground fault applied at one of the load buses. At the steady state, a three-phase

line to ground fault was applied at bus 5 to excite the system for a small duration of

0.1 cycles of 60 Hz without destabilizing the power system. The eigenvalue analysis

showed that the variable in which the mode of interest is most observable is the

speed of the generator 3. Therefore, the resulting waveform of the speed of the

third generator was recorded after the occurrence of the fault. A modal identification

method can be used to identify the oscillatory mode from the speed waveform. In this
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study a Prony analysis tool available in a commercial software was used to identify

the damping and frequency of the inter-area mode. Once the fault is cleared, a time

window from 10 s to 25 s was selected for the Prony analysis in order to remove the

initial transient part of the waveform that contains highly damped high frequency

oscillations. Finally, the damping and frequency information were transformed to

eigenvalues in the complex plane, so that all the data obtained at different times can

be compared together. These steps are shown in Figure 3.12.

Prony 
analysis

Fault applied at
load bus

Post fault speed signal of
generator 3

Eigen plane

x

x

Figure 3.12: Steps to transfer information from real time simulation to the eigen plane
[56]

Without the PSS in the system, the damping ratio and frequency of the inter-

area mode were found to be 0.03077 and 0.328 Hz, respectively. The frequency of

the mode was very close to the one obtained using eigenanalysis. The damping ratio

obtained using the real time simulation is higher than the damping ratio obtained

using eigenanalysis. While in RTDS, the generator stator’s and the transmission

network’s transients are simulated with appropriate models, these are not considered

when the system is modeled for rotor angle stability analysis. Different damping

could be because of the different simulation models used in the two simulations. This

needs further investigation.

The PSS model in section 3.3 was used at generator 2 with the speed of generator

3 as the input to the PSS. The same washout filter and lead compensator parameters

are used in the real-time simulation. The selected gain (calculated in section 3.3) of
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the PSS increased the damping to 5.961%.

3.6.2 Representing Random Delays in the Real Time Simu-

lator

Random delays were applied to the feedback signal to simulate the effect of time

varying delays on the performance of the stabilizer. The speed signal of the generator

3 was derived from the PMU simulation model (available in RTDS [55]) connected to

bus 3. The PMU produces the frequency as a rate of change of phasor. The derived

signal from the PMU had a similar response as the speed signal of the generator. The

PMU reporting rate was set to 30 frames per second. The network delay was thus

modelled as a time varying delay block as shown in Figure 3.13. In this block, input

samples are stored in a buffer. For each time instant, the sample stored corresponding

to a particular delay is output from the block. The two probability distributions were

also considered in the real time simulation. A random number generator was used in

the simulation to generate randomly varying delays [55].

 
Speed of 
generator 3 
(30 Hz) 

Random 
number 

generator 

Down 
sampler 
(30 Hz) 

Variable delay 
(circular buffer) 

Delayed 
signal input 
to PSS 

Figure 3.13: Representation of random delays in non-linear simulation
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3.6.3 Effect of Random Delays

A delay of 500 ms corresponds to a 59.04o phase angle for a signal of 0.328 Hz fre-

quency. This phase lag introduced by the delay can be compensated by an additional

phase advance of 59.04o in the PSS. However, it is important to note that a phase

compensation provided by a single lead/lag block is usually limited to 60o. For practi-

cal applications, a larger phase compensation may result in a noisy stabilizing signal.

A large delay compensation is usually not a problem with most standard PSS as they

are equipped with three lead/lag compensators.

With the additional phase advance in the PSS, random variations of the delay

were simulated to evaluate the system performance. For normal distributed random

delay, a variation of delays in the range of 200 ms to 800 ms was considered as in the

Simulink case discussed in section 3.5. Ten samples were taken randomly from real-

time simulations to study the effect of random normal delays. Figure 3.14 shows the

closed loop eigenvalues obtained using Prony analysis. The mean damping obtained

from the sample set has a 1.126% decrease in damping. The maximum percentage

decrease in damping obtained from the data set is 1.993%.

This procedure was repeated for the case of uniformly distributed delays, where

the delay is again varied between 200 ms to 800 ms. The resulted eigenvalues are

plotted in the complex plane shown in Figure 3.14. Due to a higher percentage of

wide variation of delays, the uniform distribution results in a relatively higher mean

percentage damping decrease of 3.310%. This can be verified from Figure 3.14(b)

where the eigenvalues obtained from the uniform distribution has taken a location

slightly towards the right compared to the eigenvalues located for normal distribution.

The maximum percentage damping decrease reported for the uniform distribution

case is 4.298%.
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Figure 3.14: Trace of inter-area mode eigenvalue from real-time simulation for random

delays [54]

In situations where the mean delay varies over time, the change in the required

compensation level should be determined accordingly. For example, if the mean delay

can vary within 450 ms to 550 ms, for a mean delay compensated PSS, there can be an

additional phase advance or phase lag of 50 ms. For an oscillation of 0.33 Hz, 50 ms

delay corresponds to 5.94o of phase angle. Variation of 5.94o in phase does not cause

a significant change in the position of the closed loop eigenvalue in the eigen-plane.

Figure 3.15 shows a region of phase variation in the complex plane that could occur

due to mean delay variation. For a small variation in mean delay the deterioration

in damping is not significant. As a solution to a significant mean delay variation, the

oscillatory mode can be moved further into left half of the complex plane so that the

closed loop eigenvalue will be inside the left side of the 5% damping boundary for

variations of mean value.
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Figure 3.15: Phase variation caused by mean delay variation

3.6.4 Representation of Data Dropout in the Non-linear Sim-

ulation

In [57], packet loss has been modeled as an independant Bernoulli process assuming

the communication channel is not congested. The packet loss can occur randomly

and mathematical modeling of packet loss may not accurately represents the real be-

haviour. Alternative to a mathematical model, a time simulation based study was

carried out in the proposed work to evaluate the effect of data dropout on the per-

formance of the PSS using a simple analogy. This method can be used to determine

the effect of dropout on the performance of a controller when typical data dropout

rates are known. PMU data are now being used for wide area monitoring. Determin-

ing typical data dropout rates in such implemented synchrophasor networks is not

difficult [50].

Consider the test system in section 3.3. In that configuration, speed of the gen-

erator 3 is a remote signal to the PSS located at generator 2. Using synchrophasor
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Figure 3.16: Representation of data dropout [56]

technology, the remote signal is measured from a PMU, transferred through a syn-

chrophasor network and finally arrived at the PSS. The data is transferred as packets

in the communication network and the PMUs have a selected data reporting rate. A

missing packet is similar to a missing sample of the signal. This can occur randomly

in a time frame depending on the status of the communication network. In digital

communication systems, digital data (discretized signal) arrived at the receiver are

converted to an analog signal by a digital to analog converter, which holds each sam-

ple for one sampling interval. Therefore, when a sample of the signal is missing, the

previous sample can be held to generate the analog signal.

The same phenomenon was represented using the analogy shown in Figure 3.16.

Each signal arriving at the PSS was dropped when a uniform random number C

generated is less than a certain value. This value can be selected to represent a data

dropout rate. The numbers are generated between 0 to 1. For example when the

selected criterion is numbers less than 0.2, then there will be a 20% data dropout

rate. When a data dropout occurs (C < drop rate), the input to the PSS is the

previous sample that was input to the PSS. The sampling rate of the signals A, B,
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C should be same as the data reporting rate of the PMU.

3.6.5 Effect of Data Dropout

A common data reporting rate of 30 Hz was used in the simulation. Five different

data dropout rates were considered (1%, 10%, 30%, 60% and 90%). Note that 90%

data dropout rate is excessively high and for a realistic situation the drop-out rate

would be below 1% [50]. The set of high data dropout rates was selected to investigate

the behaviour of the closed loop critical eigenvalue in the complex plane subjected

to excessive data dropout. Ten waveforms were recorded for each data dropout rate

with different missing sample patterns (i.e., disturbances were applied at random time

instances). In other words, 10 trials were carried out for each data dropout rate. The

number of trials can be further increased to improve the statistical accuracy of the

results. The procedure shown in Figure 3.12 was followed for each trial. The critical

eigenvalue was located in the eigen-plane for each trial.
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Figure 3.17: Inter-area mode eigenvalue from real-time simulation for different data
drop-out rates [56]

Figure 3.17 shows eigenvalues obtained for 5 different data dropout rates. The
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Figure 3.18: Enlarged area in the figure 3.17 [56]

open loop critical eigenvalue and the closed loop eigenvalue without data dropout are

also shown for a comparison. The results show that for data dropout rates below

30%, the eigenvalues are cluttered and confined in a small area around the closed

loop eigenvalue without data dropout. This area is enlarged in Figure 3.18. With

increasing rate of data dropout, the closed loop eigenvalue moves slightly towards

the right of the complex plane with an upward tilt i.e., it is moving in the direction

of reducing damping and increasing phase lag. Overall, the results suggest that the

effect of data dropout is negligible unless the data dropout rate is very high.

Another data reporting rate of 60 Hz was considered in the real time simulation.

Ten trails were carried out using the 60 Hz reporting rate for the data dropout rate of

10%. Results obtained for two data reporting rates (30 Hz and 60 Hz) were compared

by calculating the damping of the critical oscillatory mode. Table 1 shows the mean

damping decrease of the data set of 10, and the maximum damping decrease reported

in 10 trails. Results in Table 3.3 show that for a higher data reporting rate, decrease
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in damping is slightly less.

Table 3.3: Results for two different PMU reporting rates [56]

Results of dataset for 30 Hz reporting rate Results of dataset for 60 Hz reporting rate

Average damping Max. damping decrease Average damping Max. damping decrease

decrease decrease

0.318% 0.537% 0.268% 0.453%

3.6.6 Large Disturbance Simulation with Random Delays and

Data Dropout

Investigating the effect of random delays and data dropout during the transient period

of the large disturbance oscillation is also important to ensure that system operates

satisfactorily under the transient period. Therefore, two-cycle three-phase line to

ground fault was applied and the speed responses were observed after a large distur-

bance to make sure that there are no adverse effect due to random variations and

data dropout during the transient.
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Figure 3.19: Speed response with uniformly distributed random delays for a 2-cycle

fault
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In the case of random delays, the worst case scenario of uniformly distributed

random delays was considered. Real-time simulation was carried out with the PSS

which compensates for the mean value of delay variation. The speed response of

generator 3 after the fault is shown in Figure 3.19. In Figure 3.19, the response with

random delays is compared with the response of the open loop system for the same

2-cycle fault.

Data dropout of 10% was considered in the large disturbance simulation. Figure

3.20 compares the speed response with data dropout in the feedback signal with the

response of the open loop system.
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Figure 3.20: Speed response for a 2-cycle fault with 10% data dropout in the feedback
signal

Results show that the controller works satisfactorily during the transient, when

the feedback signal is subject to random delays and data dropout.

3.7 A Summary of the Results

The analytical model of constant delays provided a clear picture on the sensitivity

of the electro-mechanical modes to delays on the feedback path. This analysis shows
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the importance of accounting for the delay in feedback signals in designing damping

controllers. The delay deteriorates the performance of the damping controller and

with excessive delays the performance can be worse than that of the open loop system.

The maximum delay for which the system is within a particular damping level can

be easily estimated when we know the eigenvalue of the interested mode and the

parameters of the PSS. The results also confirm that this method of modeling delay

is acceptable for studying the effect of constant delays on the performance of damping

controllers and is also a valid representation for very large delays.

The effect of random delays on the performance of the PSS was investigated. The

deterioration of damping due to random variations of delay was presented using nor-

mal and uniform random distributions. It was found that mean delay compensation

at the PSS is more appropriate for randomly varying delays than compensating for

the maximum possible delay. An overall decrease in damping due to random variation

with mean delay compensated PSS is found to be very small (a maximum decrease

of 4.298 %). Fixed phase compensation in the controller will eliminate oscillations

that could occur when changing compensation levels for time varying delays. How-

ever, if there is a considerable change in the mean delay over time, the compensation

levels should be adjusted accordingly. The results obtained from this analysis were

presented at a CIGRE conference [54].

The effect of data dropout was modeled using a simple analogy that can be used

in a time domain simulation. Real-time simulations were carried out for different

data dropout rates. Damping and frequency information obtained from time domain

simulations were mapped to the complex plane to visualize the movement of critical

oscillatory mode for increasing data dropout rates. The results show that the prac-

tically reported data dropout rates, the effect of data dropout on the performance
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of PSS is negligible. A similar procedure can be followed to identify the effect of

disordering or errors in data. The results obtained from this analysis were presented

at a CIGRE conference [56].

With the understanding on data communication issues gained from the analysis

present in this chapter, the subsequent thesis work is focused on developing a control

design algorithm that could accommodate remotely measured signals. In chapter 5

where the proposed control design algorithm is validated using a test power system

model, some of data communication issues are revisited in order to come up with a

reliable synchrophasor-based power system stabilizer.



Chapter 4

Robust Power System Stabilizer

Design Using Eigenstructure

Assignment

The primary goal behind this thesis was to come up with a control design algorithm

that can accommodate remotely measured signals from a synchrophasor network.

Also, the work highlights the advantage of using remote measurements in a design

to produce better controllers than what is available today. One important aspect

of better controllers is the robustness, i.e., the immunity of a controller to modeling

errors and system uncertainties. In power systems, a damping controller should be

able to provide adequate performance in a wide range of operating conditions. The

main objectives of this research are to: (i) illustrate how remote measurements can

be used to improve the robustness of a damping controller; and (ii) develop a robust

control design algorithm based on the eigenstructure assignment technique.

Application of the eigenstructure assignment technique for power system control

design has been difficult and the previous work on using this technique for stabi-

71
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lizer design has proven its application to large power systems [58]. However, there

are many avenues for improving the formulation of this technique for stabilizer de-

sign. First part of this chapter reviews the theory of eigenstructure assignment and

compares it with a conventional control design approach. Then a novel design of a

power system damping controller using partial eigenstructure assignment technique

is presented. The eigenstructure assignment technique selects a set of closed loop

eigenvalues along with their right or left eigenvectors. The selection of eigenvectors

offers extra flexibility, which is exploited in this work by designing a robust damping

controller that provides the required damping under multiple operating scenarios.

4.1 Role of Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors

Eigenstructure assignment technique not only considers eigenvalues in the closed loop

system but also closed loop eigenvectors. Eigenvalues play an important role in

designing damping controllers. Decay rates of the electro-mechanical oscillations are

determined by the position of the eigenvalues in the complex plane. However, both

the right and left eigenvectors in part contribute towards the shape of a response by

determining the eigenvalue (mode) participation in states [26]. In other words, the

output response of a system is a function of closed loop eigenvalues and closed loop

eigenvectors. It is shown in appendix that the eigenvectors also contribute towards the

transient response of the system. This enables the possibility of selecting eigenvectors

focusing on improving transient performance of the power system. The use of this

advantage in damping controller design has already been investigated in previous

research work [9].

Eigenvectors also play an important role in eigenvalue sensitivities. The eigen-

value sensitivity is defined as the sensitivity of the eigenvalue to the elements of the
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linearized system matrix. The values of the linearized system matrix is different for

different operating conditions.

∂λi
∂akj

= wikvji (4.1)

Let λi be the assigned closed loop eigenvalue and akj be an element of closed loop

system matrix in kth row and jth column. The eigenvalue sensitivity to element akj is

defined in (4.1) and is equal to the product of wik, the kth element of left eigenvector

wi, and vji, the jth element of right eigenvector vi. Therefore, the sensitivity of the

eigenvalue to the changes in the elements of the system matrix is determined by the

corresponding elements of the eigenvectors. The selection of an appropriate set of

closed loop eigenvectors can ensure that the critical closed loop eigenvalues are inside

the acceptable region of the complex plane under different operating conditions.

4.2 Review of Theory of Eigenstructure Assignment

Eigenstructure assignment is a procedure followed in designing a controller to have a

desired response in the system. The desired response is achieved by selecting a set

of closed loop eigenvalues along with their right or left eigenvectors. In this method,

degrees of freedom are utilized in selecting allowable closed loop eigenvectors to best

match the desired eigenvectors. There are different methods that have been proposed

to achieve this [26]. This thesis uses the parametric approach to eigenstructure assign-

ment. Essentially, there are four main steps that are followed in any eigenstructure

assignment method. They are:

1. Selection of a set of possible closed loop eigenvalues;

2. Calculation of the associated allowable eigenvector subspaces, which describe
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the freedom on selecting eigenvectors;

3. Selection of eigenvectors from the allowable eigenvector subspace to match de-

sign strategies;

4. Calculation of the controller matrix, using the chosen eigenstructure.

Eigenstructure assignment techniques can be basically categorized by system con-

stitution: state feedback eigenstructure assignment; and output feedback eigenstruc-

ture assignment. When it comes to power systems, applying state feedback eigen-

structure assignment is not possible as not all the states in the state-space system are

measurable.

Also, these techniques enable assigning only one set of eigenvectors (i.e., right or

left eigenvectors, but not both) at a time. Depending on which type of eigenvectors

are used, methods can be further categorized in to: (1) eigenvalue right-eigenvector

assignment; (2) eigenvalue left-eigenvector assignment.

4.2.1 Basic Parametric Solution to Right Eigenstructure As-

signment

This study uses a method called “basic parametric eigenstructure assignment (BPEA)”[26]

for control design. In this method, freely chosen parametric vectors are used to select

desired eigenvectors from allowable eigenvector subspace and the controller matrix is

formulated in terms of free parametric vectors.

This section revises the theoretical framework for parametric right eigenstructure

assignment. Consider the state-space open loop system given by (2.2) and (2.3).
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With constant-gain output feedback:

u(t) = Ky(t). (4.2)

The closed loop system can be written as:

ẋ(t) = (A+BKC)x(t). (4.3)

First, a set of closed loop eigenvalues are selected according to where they should

be located in the closed loop system. Using the definition of right eigenvector given

by (2.8), the closed loop eigenvector vi can be defined for each assigned closed loop

eigenvalue λi as:

(A+BKC)vi = λivi. (4.4)

The same equation can be written as:

BKCvi = (λiI − A)vi. (4.5)

Let,

fi = KCvi. (4.6)

Then,

vi = (λiI − A)−1Bfi. (4.7)

“In right eigenstructure assignment, the size of the parameter vector fi is r, which

is the same as the number of inputs of the state-space system. In (4.7), (λiI−A)−1B

is the allowable eigenvector subspace of the closed loop eigenvalue λi. Equation (4.7)
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shows that by arbitrarily selecting values for the parameter vector fi, the closed loop

right eigenvector, vi is calculated and any set of values for the parameter vector would

provide a solution that has a closed loop eigenvalue, λi. With selected values for fi

and calculated vi, the controller matrix K can be determined.” 1

“The maximum number of eigenvalues that can be assigned using right eigenstruc-

ture assignment is less than or equal to the number of outputs (m) of the state-space

system. Let p be the number of assigned closed loop eigenvalues. When p is equal

to m, the output feedback gain matrix can be calculated using (4.8) by combining

eigenvectors and parameter vectors of p number of assigned closed loop eigenvalues.

When p is less than m, more degrees of freedom are available to select some elements

of the controller matrix [60].” 1

K = Fp(CVp)
−1 (4.8)

where

Vp =

[
v1 v2 . . . vp

]
Fp =

[
f1 f2 . . . fp

]
.

The parameter vectors must be selected under the following three conditions:

1. |CVp| 6= 0;

2. fi ∈ R if λi ∈ R;

3. fj = fi
∗ ∈ C if λj = λ∗i ∈ C.

R and C represent the set of all real numbers and the set of all complex numbers

1[59] ©2015 IEEE
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respectively. The first condition guarantees the matrix CVp is non-singular so that

the calculation of inverse of CVp is possible in (4.8). The second and the third

conditions make sure that the controller matrix, K, is real. Complex arithmetic is

involved in assigning complex eigenvalues in eigenstructure assignment (in reference to

(4.7)). However, the complex arithmetic can be avoided by formulating the equations

considering real and imaginary parts separately.

4.2.2 Basic Parametric Solution to Left Eigenstructure As-

signment

A similar formulation is available for left eigenstructure assignment. The definition

for closed loop left eigenvector wi can be written in the same way as in section 4.2.1.

wi
T (A+BKC) = λiwi

T (4.9)

Let the parametric vector of closed loop eigenvalue λi be gi. Then left eigenvector

wi can be written in terms of parametric vector gi as below.

wi = (λiI − AT )−1CTgi (4.10)

In left eigenstructure assignment, the size of the parameter vector gi is m, which

is same as the number of outputs of the state-space system and the maximum number

of closed loop eigenvalues that can be assigned is r. When the number of assigned

eigenvalues is equal to r, i.e., p equals r, the controller matrix can be calculated using

K = (W T
p B)−1GT

p (4.11)
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where

Wp =

[
w1 w2 . . . wp

]
Gp =

[
g1 g2 . . . gp

]
.

The three conditions for left eigenstructure assignment can be derived similar to

that in right eigenstructure assignment.

4.2.3 Comparing Eigenstructure Assignment with Conven-

tional Pole Placement

In eigenstructure assignment the decision variables are the elements of the param-

eter vectors and not the elements of the controller matrix. On the other hand, in

conventional design of damping controllers, the decision variables of the optimization

problem are the controller gains. Any arbitrarily selected set of values for the con-

troller matrix can result in closed loop eigenvalues that can occupy any location in the

complex plane. However, in eigenstructure assignment, any arbitrary set of values for

parameter vectors will guarantee that the specified set of eigenvalues will be among

the closed loop eigenvalues. In other words, the search space of the optimization

problem is less in eigenstructure assignment than in the case where controller gains

are variables. Reducing the search space of the optimization problem is more effective

when finding a solution. Consider a simple example below.

Example 4.1: Consider minimizing the cost of making a rectangular open-top

container (shown in Figure 4.1) that has a volume of 1 m3. The material for base

costs twice as much as the material for sides per square meter.
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a 

b 

c 

Figure 4.1: Rectangular open-top container

Total cost for the material = 2ab+ 2bc+ 2ac (4.12)

The volume of the container = abc = 1 (4.13)

Substituting (4.13) in (4.12), the objective is to

minimize

(
2ab+

2

a
+

2

b

)
(4.14)

This is a two dimensional problem. If a is equal to b, the objective function can

be reduced to single dimensional problem and can be easily solved by equating the

first derivative to zero. As shown in the example, equality constraints in the problem

will reduce the solution space of the optimization problem.

Consider a general minimization problem with n dimensions (n decision variables)

with p number of equality constraints given in (4.15).
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The non-linear objective function:

minimize f(x1, x2, . . . xn) (4.15)

subject to:

g1(x1, x2, . . . xn) = b1

g2(x1, x2, . . . xn) = b2

...

gp(x1, x2, . . . xn) = bp.

The p-number of constraint equations are equivalent to necessary and sufficient

condition for λi, i = 1, 2, . . . , p to be closed loop eigenvalues. Therefore, the solution

space in eigenstructure assignment is less compared to directly solving the problem

without assigning a set of closed loop eigenvalues.

Another point that needs attention is that in both cases the same number of freely

selected variables are used. In right eigenstructure assignment, if all the degrees of

freedom available from the number of outputs are utilized in specifying closed loop

eigenvalues (i.e., p = m), the size of the freely selected parameter vector matrix, Fp is

r by m which is the same size as the the controller matrix in pole placement design.
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4.3 Application of Eigenstructure Assignment for Design of

Power Systems Damping Controllers

“Theoretically, to assign the entire eigen-spectrum one would require degrees of free-

dom (i.e., the total number of inputs and outputs of the system) available for the

design of the controller to be at least one higher than the number of states (i.e.,

r+m− 1−n ≥ 0) [61]. The solution to eigenstructure assignment problem has been

developed based on this assumption [60], [26].”2 In the design of power system damp-

ing controllers, the state-space system has a single input and one or two outputs.

Furthermore, the number of states in the state-space system increases with detailed

modeling of power system components. Accurate modeling of generators, includ-

ing damper windings and exciter controls, is essential for accurate representation of

electro-mechanical oscillations. Therefore, the number of states heavily outnumbers

the sum of the number of inputs and outputs available in the system, and the control

over all eigenvalues is not possible.

4.3.1 Selection of Right or Left Eigenstructure Assignment

The degrees of freedom available in output feedback eigenstructure assignment using

a gain matrix K can be specified as follows. In the right eigenstructure assignment

technique, the maximum number of closed loop eigenvalues that can be assigned is

equal to the number of outputs (m) in the state-space system. On the other hand, the

maximum number of closed loop eigenvalues that can be assigned in the left eigen-

structure assignment technique is equal to the number of inputs (r) in the state-space

system. In a given power system, there could be more than one critical mode that will

need to be moved to the left of the complex plane using the controller. When using

2[59] ©2015 IEEE
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eigenstructure assignment (either left or right) for a selected system, the maximum

number of eigenvalues that can be assigned is the larger of the two numbers m and

r, and the number of entries that can be selected in each corresponding eigenvector

is the lower of the two numbers m and r. However, in damping control applica-

tion, assigning a specific value to a particular entry in an eigenvector is not required.

Therefore, more flexibility to the design can be incorporated by selecting an accept-

able eigenvector that best matches with the desired eigenvector according to some

performance criteria. Overall, the selection of left or right eigenstructure assignment

depends on the number of eigenvalues that need to be specified in the closed loop

system and the number of degrees of freedom required in selecting eigenvectors.

4.3.2 Selection of Appropriate Control Structure for Eigen-

structure Assignment

The degrees of freedom available in output feedback eigenstructure assignment are

basically governed by the number of inputs and outputs of the controller. The num-

ber of inputs and outputs can be increased by having a dynamic compensator type

controller.

Dynamic Compensator type Controller

A dynamic compensator is essentially a state-space type controller as shown in Figure

4.2. Let the controller state vector be z(t) with size rank(D) = a. State-space model

of the dynamic output feedback controller can be written as:

ż(t) = Dz(t) + Ey(t) (4.16)

u(t) = Fz(t) +Gy(t) (4.17)
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Figure 4.2: Dynamic compensator type feedback controller

Let the new input vector ū(t) and new output vector ȳ(t) be defined as,

ū(t) =

Fz(t) +Gy(t)

Dz(t) + Ey(t)

 , (4.18)

ȳ(t) =

y(t)

z(t)

 . (4.19)

In the equivalent state-space system given by (4.20) and (4.21), x̄(t) represents

the state vector of combined x(t) and z(t), i.e., x̄(t) = [x(t)Tz(t)T ]T .

˙̄x(t) = Āx̄(t) + B̄ū(t) (4.20)
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ȳ(t) = C̄x̄(t) (4.21)

With positive feedback,

ū(t) = K̄ȳ(t) (4.22)

where,

Ā =

A 0

0 0

 B̄ =

B 0

0 I



C̄ =

C 0

0 I

 K̄ =

G F

E D

 .
State vector of the controller, z(t), contributes not only to the number of inputs

to the controller but also increases the number of outputs of the controller. The

resulting number of inputs and outputs of the state-space system including a dynamic

compensator are r+a and m+a respectively. A dynamic compensator also increases

the number states in the closed loop system to n+ a. The size of the system matrix

also slightly increases the effort on calculating closed loop eigenvalues. For example,

if the size of the original A matrix is 1000 by 1000, the size will be increased to 1005

by 1005 with a fifth order dynamic compensator.

Inadequacy of the Standard Control Structure in Eigenstruc-

ture Assignment

The common control structure that has gains and phase compensation elements is not

desirable when designing a controller using eigenstructure assignment. In eigenstruc-
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ture assignment, elements of the controller matrix cannot be selected arbitrarily, as

they are a function of the parameter vectors and the assigned closed loop eigenvalues.

Consider a two-input stabilizer that has a gain and a single phase compensation block

in each loop as shown in Figure 4.3.

 
Figure 4.3: Conventional type two input stabilizer

The first step of obtaining the output feedback controller matrix of the controller

shown in Figure 4.3 is to convert it to a state-space format. The controller canonical

form of state-space model is given in (4.23) and (4.24).

 ż1
ż2

 =

−1

T12
0

0
−1

T22


 z1
z2

+

1 0

0 1


 y1
y2

 (4.23)

u =

[
K1

T12

(
1− T11

T12

)
K2

T22

(
1− T21

T22

)] z1
z2

+

[
K1

T11T12

K2

T21T22

] y1
y2

 (4.24)

Combining the matrices in the state-space system the output-feedback gain matrix

can be formed as (4.25).
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K =


K1

T11T12

K2

T21T22

K1

T12

(
1− T11

T12

)
K2

T22

(
1− T21

T22

)
1 0

−1

T12
0

0 1 0
−1

T22

 (4.25)

In (4.25), six elements of the gain matrix have fixed values (zeros and ones). In

eigenstructure assignment, if these elements are kept fixed it will reduce the free-

dom of selecting values for parameter vectors. The remaining six elements of the

gain matrix are functions of six parameters K1, K2, T11, T12, T21, and T22. Even if the

functional elements are used in an eigenstructure assignment design, when back cal-

culating parameters, it is possible that the resulting time constants could be negative.

Therefore, more constraints will have to be placed in the design, which would further

reduce the degree of freedom available in eigenstructure assignment. Therefore, a

dynamic compensator type controller is preferred in the eigenstructure assignment

design.

Using remote signals

Currently, there are multi-input stabilizers that can utilize multiple local signals [28].

With a multi-input controller, the number of inputs of the controller can be increased

to have more degrees of freedom. However, locally available signals may not be

observable for critical oscillatory modes. If these additional local signals can be

replaced with better remote signals, better performing controllers can be designed.

Access to remote signals is now possible using synchrophasor networks, and therefore,

having a multi-input stabilizer that uses remote signals is a possibility. With an

increased number of measured signals to the stabilizer, the number of states required
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from the dynamic compensator can also be reduced.

4.3.3 Difficulties in the Application of Eigenstructure As-

signment in the Design of Power System Stabilizers

Application of eigenstructure techniques to design damping controllers for a power

system is not straight-forward. “The following list shows the three scenarios that can

occur when the critical eigenvalues are being moved to the left of the complex plane.

They are shown graphically in Figure 4.4.

1. Critical open loop eigenvalues move to the location of assigned closed loop

eigenvalue.

2. Critical open loop eigenvalues move to an undesired location while better located

open loop eigenvalues move to the specified location.

3. Unassigned eigenvalues move to an undesired location.

The first scenario in the list is what is required in the design while the second

and third should be avoided. To overcome these unfavorable outcomes, an iterative

algorithm is required.”3

4.3.4 An Optimization-based Algorithm to Overcome Dif-

ficulties in the Application of Eigenstructure Assign-

ment

An iterative algorithm is required to make sure that the critical eigenvalues are moving

to the specified locations while other eigenvalues are in favourable positions in the

3[59] ©2015 IEEE
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3 

Figure 4.4: Difficulties when applying eigenstructure technique in the design of a
power system damping controller

(source: ©2015 IEEE)

complex plane. In the previous work on eigenstructure assignment, sensitivities were

used to make certain that the critical eigenvalues are the ones that are moving to the

specified locations [9].

Consider the closed loop system with an initial gain feedback controller, K0:

Ac(K0) = (A+BK0C). (4.26)

The sensitivity (or the resulted change in the closed loop eigenvalue, λi for a ∆K

change in the controller) can be written as:
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∆λi = wi(K0)∆Acvi(K0) (4.27)

where, ∆Ac = Ac(K0 + ∆K)− Ac(K0).

In the work of Kshatriya et al., [9], sensitivity has been used to predict the location

of the closed loop eigenvalue using the approximated change that arises from a selected

change in the controller gains. Then, the distance from the predicted closed loop

eigenvalue to the assigned closed loop eigenvalue was minimized [9]. This made

certain that the critical eigenvalues are the ones that are moving to the assigned

locations. However, the use of sensitivities to predict new locations of the eigenvalues

limits the change that can be applied to the system (i.e., in-order to satisfy the

linear approximation of (4.27) only a small increase of the gain of the controller

can be made at a time). Therefore, the eigenstructure assignment algorithm was

performed repeatedly (approach A shown in Figure 4.5), moving the assigned closed

loop eigenvalues in small steps towards the left hand side of the complex plane [9]. 4

 

... 

Approach B 

Approach A  

5% 
damping 
limit 

Real axis 

Imaginary axis 

 

 

 

Critical open loop  
eigenvalue 

Assigned closed loop 
 eigenvalue 

Intermediate assigned  
closed loop eigenvalue 

Figure 4.5: Complex plane representation of approaches A and B

In the algorithm proposed in this research, the use of sensitivities was eliminated

4paraphrased from [59]
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from the algorithm as the inputs and the output of the controller are selected such

that they have the maximum sensitivity to the critical eigenvalues. This enables

the solving of the problem in a single step of optimization as shown in Figure 4.5

(Approach B). Elimination of sensitivities introduces more flexibility in the design.

One drawback of using sensitivities arises when the relationship between the gain and

the critical eigenvalue is highly non-linear. In such cases, the requirement of the use

of higher number of intermediate steps makes Approach A of Figure 4.5 infeasible.

Start

Select  the desired closed loop eigenvalues 
and initial set of parameter vectors

Calculate controller gain matrix using 
eigenstructure assignment and calculate 

closed loop system eigenvalues

No eigenvalues found?

Filter eigenvalues that violate the 
damping criteria

End
yes

Adjust parameter vectors using an 
optimization algorithm

no

Figure 4.6: Optimization based algorithm as the solution approach to eigenstructure
assignment

(source: ©2015 IEEE)

“The objective of designing a damping controller is to move the critical open loop

eigenvalues to the left of the complex plane so that the damping is improved. The

objective is satisfied once all the critical eigenvalues are moved inside the accepted
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region of the complex plane defined by the damping requirement. For any set of

arbitrarily selected values for the parameter vectors, the assigned set of eigenvalues

will be in the predetermined locations inside the acceptable region. However, some

other eigenvalues may move into the unacceptable region as explained in Figure 4.4.

The purpose of the optimization algorithm shown in Figure 4.6 is to prevent this

from happening. The algorithm does not consider the three scenarios in Figure 4.4

separately. However, it makes sure that all the closed loop eigenvalues satisfy the

selected damping criterion.”5

4.4 Proposed Algorithm for a Robust Design

A power system can operate in a wide range of operating conditions. The electro-

mechanical dynamics can be different under each condition and can be determined

by linearizing the non-linear system at each operating point. It is important to

make sure that the designed controller provides adequate damping under all operating

conditions.

In the work by Kshastriya at. al., [9] multiple controllers were designed to achieve

the same required performance considered in the algorithm. Then, each designed

controller was tested for different operating conditions and the controller that works

best under all considered operating conditions were selected as the most robust de-

sign. In other words, Kshastriya et al., [9], have not considered the robustness in

their optimization algorithm. To the contrary, the proposed algorithm in this chapter

considers the robustness in the design stage. Multiple operating conditions are con-

sidered in the algorithm. The use of linearized system matrices for different operating

conditions is common and proven to be effective in designing robust stabilizers using

5[59] ©2015 IEEE
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linear matrix inequalities [30]. Therefore, multiple linearized system matrices were

incorporated to the proposed eigenstructure assignment based algorithm to design a

robust damping controller.

“Using an eigenstructure assignment technique, with an appropriate size of a

dynamic compensator, many controllers can be designed with the same damping

criterion as the design objective (i.e., there are extra degrees of freedom available

to include additional design objectives). Reference [9] utilizes these extra degrees of

freedom to further reduce the excitation of the problematic modes. In the present

work, the focus is given to design a controller that works under multiple operating

conditions or different contingencies.”6 The system matrix A obtained under each

operating condition is different. A controller designed for a single operating condition

may not provide sufficient damping under different operating conditions, i.e., the

assigned closed loop eigenvalues can take different locations in the complex plane

under different operating conditions.

“The algorithm proposed in section 4.3.4 was modified so that different operating

scenarios were included in the design. The system matrix, A, was obtained for each

different operating condition. The input and output matrices B and C do not change

with changing operating conditions. In the original algorithm, the objective was to

increase the damping of the critical oscillatory modes of the base case operating con-

dition. However, with the same set of parameter vectors and calculated controller

matrix, the critical modes can be identified for the other operating conditions as well.

Thereby, the algorithm was modified so that it selects next set of parameter vectors

to increase the damping of the critical modes under all considered operating scenar-

ios. However, the assigned closed loop eigenvalues and eigenvectors were calculated

6[59] ©2015 IEEE
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considering the base case scenario.”7

4.5 Formulation of the Problem for Unconstrained Optimiza-

tion

“The problem at hand is a non-linear multi-objective optimization problem. A simple

way to solve this type of multi-objective optimization problem is to use a weighted

sum of all objective functions as a single objective function. For k number of ob-

jective functions, the sum of all objective functions can be obtained by selecting an

appropriate user-defined weighting wi for individual objective function, Pi.”
7

min
k∑
i=1

wiPi (4.28)

The problem is formulated such that it can be solved using a non-gradient based

unconstrained non-linear optimization technique. The non-gradient based method

is required to solve the problem because the mapping of parameters to eigenvalues

is non-linear and there is no closed-form equations for this mapping. The following

subsections provide a description of individual objective functions that have been

defined to solve the proposed algorithm.

Damping criterion

“The lower bound of 5% damping is the standard of choice in most utilities. Within

each iteration, the critical eigenvalues that violate the 5% damping criterion are

filtered out. Let q be the number of critical eigenvalues identified and di be the

damping of the ith critical eigenvalue in the set of q critical eigenvalues. The objective

7[59] ©2015 IEEE
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function P1 is defined to increase the damping of all the critical eigenvalues”.8

P1 =

q∑
i=1

(0.05− di) (4.29)

“However, for an arbitrary set of parameter vectors, it is also possible that the

closed loop eigenvalues can be on the positive real axis of the eigen plane. The

minimization function defined in (4.29) does not move real positive eigenvalues to the

left half of the complex plane, because the damping corresponding to real eigenvalues

do not change when they move along the real axis. Therefore, equation (4.29) was

modified to identify positive real eigevalues and then, to minimize their positive real

part.” 8

Eliminating controller saturation

“It is also required that the values in controller matrix should not reach very large

values during the optimization process in order to eliminate controller saturation. In

this unconstrained optimization problem, this criterion was included in the objective

function to minimize controller values that are already beyond a selected threshold.

In each iteration, controller gains that are outside the limit are identified and they

are added to the objective function as given below.”8

For each element kij in the ith row and jth column of the gain matrix K, which

has a magnitude greater than the selected threshold, Kmax, the difference between

kij and Kmax is minimized.

P2 =
∑
ij

(|kij| −Kmax) (4.30)

8[59] ©2015 IEEE
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Damping criterion for multiple operating conditions

“In order to guarantee that the designed controller provides sufficient damping under

other operating conditions, the closed loop eigenvalues were calculated for each oper-

ating condition c using the gain matrix obtained at each iteration. Then the critical

eigenvalues outside the damping margin were identified as before for other operating

conditions as well.”9 Then the objective function P1 was modified as given in (4.31) so

that the damping of the critical eigenvalues are increased in all operating conditions

with equal importance to all operating conditions.

P1 =
5∑
c=1

q∑
i=1

(0.05− di,c) (4.31)

“In (4.28), weight w1 corresponds to the objective of increasing damping while w2

decides how important it is to limit the gains to their maximum limit. Keeping one

of the weights as 1, the value of the other weight can be given a higher value. When

all the objectives are satisfied, the total objective function value, (i.e., the value of

(4.28)) is zero.”9

4.6 Allowing the Assigned Closed Loop Eigenvalues to Change

Within the Algorithm

In eigenstructure assignment, the closed loop eigenvectors and the controller matrix

are calculated based on a fixed set of values for assigned closed loop eigenvalues. The

selection of closed loop eigenvalues inside the acceptable region (region of damping

to more than 5%) is unrestricted. Selection of certain fixed locations may limit per-

formance that can be achieved in the eigenstructure assignment. According to (4.7)

9[59] ©2015 IEEE
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and (4.10) the allowable eigenvector subspace is determined not only by the system

inputs and outputs but also by the location of the assigned closed loop eigenvalues.

Therefore, the final solution of the algorithm also depends on the set locations for the

assigned closed loop eigenvalues.

In a robust design, fixing a closed loop eigenvalue at a specific location can limit

the performance that can be achieved in other operating conditions. In other words,

certain locations inside the acceptable region in the complex plane might be better

in terms of obtaining a controller that performs well under multiple operating condi-

tions. Therefore, accurate selection of the location of assigned closed loop eigenvalue

is important in finding a good solution. One option is to use a number of different

locations for the assigned eigenvalues and repeat the design for the each set of as-

signed closed loop eigenvalues to identify good locations for the assigned closed loop

eigenvalues. Another option is to use assigned closed loop eigenvalues as variables in

the optimization problem.

“If closed loop eigenvalues were allowed to be placed within a small region around

the desired locations, the flexibility can be further improved and the chance of ob-

taining a solution can be increased. Each eigenvalue can be placed inside a square

defined by the maximum and minimum values of real and imaginary parts of the

eigenvalue.”10 These constraints can be transformed to unconstrained form by intro-

ducing new variables qi for each assigned eigenvalue λc [26]. For a complex conjugate

eigenvalue pair, a new variable is introduced for their real and imaginary parts, i.e.,

each closed loop eigenvalue λc (λrc + jλimc ) is defined as in (4.32) where qi ∈ R and

λrc, λ
im
c , λ̄rc, λ̄

im
c are lower and upper bound values of real and imaginary parts of the

eigenvalue.

10[59] ©2015 IEEE
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λrc = λrc + (λ̄rc − λrc) sin2(qi)

λimc = λimc + (λ̄imc − λimc ) sin2(qi+1) (4.32)

All p number of assigned closed loop eigenvalues now have the freedom to move

in the region of the complex plane defined by the lower and upper bounds during the

design process. “The parameters that define the location of the closed loop eigenvalue,

qi ∈ R, i = 1, .., p then become additional decision variables in the optimization

problem.”11

11[59] ©2015 IEEE



Chapter 5

Testing the Proposed Algorithm to

Design a Synchrophasor Based

Stabilizer

“Testing of the proposed eigenstructure assignment based algorithm is reported in this

chapter. The 68-bus power system model of the interconnected New England Test

System (NETS) and New York Power System (NYPS) [23] is used as the test system

for the present study. The 68-bus test system was chosen in this study because it is

sufficient to exhibit inter-area oscillations. Practical power systems are much larger

and the size of the system matrix could be as large as 10,000 by 10,000. The challenge

in applying the proposed technique is to perform mathematical operations such as

determining eigenvalues on large matrices. It has been shown in [58] that this problem

can be overcome by using special techniques.”1

In the past, the design of damping controllers based on eigenstructure assignment

utilized locally available signals, and did not consider remote measurements. In the

1[59] ©2015 IEEE
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analysis presented in this chapter, remote measurements are considered in the design

of a robust power system stabilizer and the proposed algorithm is tested under dif-

ferent configurations that use local and remote measurements. Later in the chapter,

the transmission delay associated with the remote signal is also taken into account

at the design stage. Finally, the reliability of the synchrophasor based stabilizer is

discussed in brief.

5.1 Analysis of the Test System

The single line diagram of 68-bus power system model is shown in Figure 5.1. This

system has five geographically separated areas. Power flow and dynamic data are

taken from [3]. Generators are represented using sixth-order round rotor machines

with dynamic data given in [3]. AC-type exciter models are used in all generators

except in generator 9 where a static exciter model is used. In the test system, there

are three double circuit tie lines connecting areas 1 and 2. There is a power transfer

of 716 MW from area 2 to area 1 when all the double circuit tie lines are in service.

Eigenanalysis revealed nine low-frequency electro-mechanical oscillatory modes

with damping less than 5%. Right eigenvector of each eigenvalue/mode gives the mode

shape, in other words the relative activity of state variables when the particular mode

is excited [1]. The last column of Table 5.1 shows the relative activity of generators

in each mode based on the generator speed.

Residues between exciter references and speeds of all generators are calculated to

identify the best locations for power system stabilizers. Power system stabilizers are

designed sequentially, including the designed stabilizers one by one in the system.

The phase lead-lag type controllers were selected and the controller parameters were

calculated according to section 2.5.1. Damping of the last 4 modes in Table 5.1 can
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Figure 5.1: Single line diagram of the 68-bus power system model

be easily improved by designing conventional power system stabilizers in the system.

Two stabilizers were located at generators 13 and 14 and the damping could be

increased to 10% without a problem. Table 5.1 shows the resulting damping of the

four modes in first two rows. The damping of the oscillatory mode with frequency

of 1.07 Hz was improved to 5% using a stabilizer located at generator 5. Damping

of the modes after including the designed stabilizers is shown in Table 5.2. Three

stabilizers improved the damping of six inter-area modes.

The first three poorly damped inter-area modes in Table 5.1 are associated with

generators in area 1 and generators in area 2. Using residue analysis between the

exciter reference and speed of generators, the best location to add damping to these

modes were found to be a single location for all three modes: generator 9. The

conventionally designed power system stabilizer at generator 9 increased the damping

of the all three modes greater than 5%.
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Table 5.1: Critical electro-mechanical modes in the system (source: ©2013 IEEE)

Eigenvalue Freq. (Hz) Damping ratio % Mode shape

−0.152 + 8.370i 1.33 1.81 G9,G10 against G1,G8

−0.149 + 8.014i 1.28 1.86 G9 against G10

0.035 + 7.361i 1.17 -0.48 G1,G8,G9,G10

against G2,G3,G5

−0.353 + 7.343i 1.17 4.8 G10,G12 against

G2,G3,G13

−0.293 + 6.735i 1.07 4.34 Area 1 local mode

−0.235 + 4.965i 0.79 4.74 Areas 3,5 against area 4

−0.075 + 3.976i 0.63 1.89 Area 1 against area 2

−0.070 + 3.145i 0.5 2.24 Area 3 against area 5

−0.057 + 2.477i 0.39 2.3 Areas 1,2 against 3,4,5

5.1.1 A Case Study to Show the Benefits of Using Remote

Signals in a PSS

This section presents a case study where the design of a PSS to achieve desired

damping using local speed feedback signals is difficult under a contingency. Residue

analysis reveals the presence of a remote signal with better sensitivity to the same

controller location.2

It is required that the designed stabilizers must provide adequate damping under

different operating conditions. Nine different operating conditions of New England

New York power system model are given in [3]. For this demonstration, the second

operating condition given in [3] is considered where a line between buses 53 and 54

is out of service. It is also important to note that this is a tie line connecting area

1 and area 2 in Figure 5.1. The reason for selecting this operating point is that the

PSS designed at generator 9 in section 5.1 does not provide adequate damping under

2source: [62] ©2013 IEEE
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Table 5.2: Sequential design of power system stabilizers (source: ©2013 IEEE)

PSS at gen. Tuned gain Frequency of Damping ratio

/ (pu) improved mode / (Hz) (%)

13 5.46 0.39 10.99

0.63 10.35

14 9.33 0.5 11.09

0.79 8.8

5 -56.55 1.07 5.03

9 13.2 1.33 19.8

1.28 5.11

1.17 5.22

this operating condition.

Eigenanalysis under Contingency Operating Condition

Table 5.3 gives critical electro-mechanical oscillatory modes under the selected contin-

gency with the first three stabilizers given in Table 5.2. The three oscillatory modes

in Table 5.3 are the first three modes in Table 5.1 .

Table 5.3: Critical electro-mechanical modes under contingency case (source: ©2013
IEEE)

Eigenvalue Freq. (Hz) Damping ratio %

0.0132 + 8.2582i 1.31 -0.16

−0.2517 + 8.0131i 1.27 3.14

−0.0038 + 7.2931i 1.16 0.05

According to Table 5.3, two oscillatory modes (modes with frequencies 1.27 Hz

and 1.16 Hz) are poorly damped and the mode with frequency of 1.31 Hz is unstable

sitting on the right half plane of the eigen-plane.
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Calculation of Residues Considering Local Control

The residues were calculated under contingency operating conditions for those three

critical modes. First, only local signals were considered. The magnitude and the

angle of the calculated residues are given in Table 5.4. The largest residue gives the

maximum shift for a unit increment of gain which decides the most effective location

for the PSS. Residue analysis showed that generator 9 has the maximum residue

magnitude, which is the best location to improve damping of all three inter-area

modes. However, residue angles are different for each mode which results in moving

the three eigenvalues in different directions for increased gain.

Table 5.4: Residues between exciter reference and speed of generators considering
local speed signals (source: ©2013 IEEE)

Gen. no. 1.31 Hz mode 1.27 Hz mode 1.16 Hz mode

1 0.57 ∠95.2 0.068 ∠− 97.06 0.113 ∠20.8

2 0.067 ∠162.1 0.030 ∠− 125.0 0.492 ∠58.9

3 0.14 ∠161.7 0.028 ∠− 161.4 0.832 ∠71.5

4 0.014 ∠− 64.3 0.002 ∠38.0 0.152 ∠64.2

5 0.042 ∠173.0 0.01 ∠− 50.5 0.452 ∠16.117

6 0.082 ∠173.0 0.036 ∠− 9.0 0.268 ∠101.2

7 0.081 ∠173.0 0.028 ∠24.8 0.222 ∠119.1

8 2.78 ∠81.3 0.462 ∠− 88.4 1.151 ∠13.6

9 43.112 ∠103.0 5.913 ∠− 150 39.61∠− 164.7

10 0.351∠− 124.4 3.369∠74.8 0.077∠− 54.3

11 0.039 ∠− 75.4 0.388∠72.8 0.027∠− 75.1

12 0.010∠9.6 0.303∠102.6 0.065∠118.0

13 0.004∠122.4 0.013∠− 128.0 0.019∠− 3.6

14 0.000∠47.9 0.006∠108.1 0.002∠30.9

15 0.00∠6.9 0.00∠123.8 0.00∠145.5

16 0.000∠− 77.7 0.003∠73.9 0.000∠− 47.0

Table 5.5 shows a comparison of the residue magnitude calculated under the two

operating conditions. The sensitivity of the 1.27 Hz mode to the feedback gain was

comparatively smaller for the contingency than in the base case. Therefore, the PSS
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designed for the base case does not provide sufficient damping to 1.27 Hz mode under

the contingency. This is evident in the root locus analysis in next paragraph.

Table 5.5: Comparison of residues calculated under two different operating conditions
Operating condition 1.31 Hz mode 1.27 Hz mode 1.16 Hz mode

Base 26.226 23.841 49.22

Contingency 43.112 5.913 39.61

First, a PSS at generator 9 is considered with a washout filter, not considering

a phase compensation as the three modes have different residue angles. The root

locus for three modes are observed by gradually increasing the gain of the PSS as

shown in Figure 5.2. The mode with frequency of 1.31 Hz initially moves vertically

upwards, then changes its direction and moves towards the left of the complex plane.

Figure 5.2 shows that with increased gain, two of the modes (1.16 Hz and 1.31 Hz)

can be moved to the left of the damping boundary. Sensitivity of 1.27 Hz mode to

the feedback gain becomes small with increasing gain and it starts moving towards

the right half plane beyond a certain point as shown in Figure 5.2. The distance

of movement for a unit increase in gain and the angles of departure of closed loop

eigenvalues, which were predicted by the residue angle, changed with increasing gain.

This highlights the non-linear relationship between the residues and the feedback

gain, which has been linearized in (2.21). Therefore, the eigenvalue placement based

on the residue magnitude and angle is not always valid.3

Calculation of Residues Considering Remote Signals

Considering the possibility of using remote signals to the stabilizer at the generator

9, residues are calculated to identify the best remote signal. They are given in Table

3paraphrased from [62] ©2013 IEEE
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Figure 5.2: Root locus with a PSS at the generator 9
(source: ©2013 IEEE)

5.6. It is clear from Table 5.6 that for the 1.27 Hz mode the magnitude of residue

is maximum for speed signal of generator 10. The residue magnitude is six times

larger than the residue for local control at generator 10 (The magnitude of 3.369 in

Table 5.4). It is four times larger than the residue calculated for speed of generator

9. Therefore, the speed signal of generator 10 is the best candidate to be used in

the PSS at generator 9 to have better control of the mode with frequency of 1.27 Hz

under the contingency of line outage 53-54.

Consider a design of PSS at generator 9 using the speed signal of generator 10.

With a single phase compensation block and using negative feedback, the feedback

gain is increased to move the 1.27 Hz mode horizontally to left of the complex plane.

This is shown in Figure 5.3. However, other two modes (1.16 Hz and 1.31 Hz) are

moving to right hand side of the complex plane with increasing gain.

On the other hand, speed signal of generator 9 has the best sensitivity for the

modes 1.16 Hz and 1.31 Hz. Therefore, use of both the local signal and the remote
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Table 5.6: Calculated residues considering remote speed signals to PSS at generator
9 (source: ©2013 IEEE)

Gen. no. 1.31 Hz mode 1.27 Hz mode 1.16 Hz mode

1 34.820 ∠− 27.3 4.929 ∠114.0 20.997 ∠154.9

2 6.515 ∠171.9 1.723 ∠− 95.1 16.44 ∠− 6.9

3 7.828 ∠170.9 1.34 ∠− 116.6 17.587 ∠− 2.0

4 1.427 ∠− 109.8 0.172 ∠− 7.6 6.007 ∠− 8.08

5 4.125 ∠172.4 0.724 ∠− 64.5 12.682 ∠− 33.7

6 6.146 ∠− 164.6 1.594 ∠− 33.0 9.609 ∠15.9

7 5.332 ∠− 142.9 1.263 ∠− 13.7 8.252 ∠26.9

8 44.324 ∠− 40.1 6.912 ∠109.4 28.308 ∠150.9

9 43.112 ∠103.0 5.913 ∠− 149.9 39.61 ∠− 164.7

10 18.972 ∠− 150.3 22.01 ∠5.9 8.368 ∠118.2

11 2.978 ∠− 122.1 3.787 ∠7.8 2.584 ∠115.8

12 2.197 ∠92.3 4.147 ∠− 157.3 3.696 ∠28.5

13 0.352 ∠64.5 0.344 ∠162.3 1.378 ∠− 84.8

14 0.154 ∠88.4 0.230 ∠− 162.6 0.277 ∠− 34.4

15 0.020 ∠− 62.7 0.031 ∠35.2 0.063 ∠162.9

16 0.122 ∠51.7 0.156 ∠− 175.0 0.155 ∠− 68.3

signal could have more potential to obtain a PSS that provides sufficient damping for

all three modes under both operating conditions.

“This case study shows the advantage of using remotely measured signals in damp-

ing controllers under different operating conditions. The use of locally available sig-

nals may not always be the best candidates. The damping controllers that use local

signals may not provide the sufficient damping under different operating conditions.

It is more likely that the use of remote signals could enhance the robustness of the

controller.”4 Design of a multi-input robust power system stabilizer was carried out

in section 5.6 using the proposed eigenstructure assignment technique.

The poorly damped first three oscillatory modes in Table 5.1 were considered

as the design problem for the proposed robust algorithm based on eigenstructure

4source: [62] ©2013 IEEE
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Figure 5.3: Root locus with a PSS at the generator 9 using generator 10 speed
(source: ©2013 IEEE)

assignment. The generator 9 was selected as the best controller location to have

a PSS that could improve the damping of all three modes to a desired limit. The

designed PSSs at generators 13, 14 and 5 were included in the test system.

5.1.2 Selection of Different Operating Conditions/Contingencies

for the Eigenstructure Assignment Based Algorithm

“The algorithm proposed in chapter 4 considers different operating conditions in

the design level.”5 When selecting operating conditions for the algorithm, it is rec-

ommended to select the contingencies that would most likely to affect the critical

oscillatory modes. For example, the tripping of transmission lines which connect the

participating areas together is most likely to affect the inter-area oscillatory modes.

Different operating conditions were created for the selected test system by applying

n-1 contingencies (n-1 contingency is removing one component at a time). The test

5[59] ©2015 IEEE
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system has three double circuit tie lines connecting NETS and NYPS. Under the base

case, all the tie lines between area 1 and area 2 are considered as in-service. Three

different operating conditions (conditions 2,3, and 4 in Table 5.7) were generated by

applying n-1 contingencies where a single line of each double circuit tie-line is out of

service. One more critical contingency was also considered in addition to those three

by removing the line between bus 26 and bus 29, which is an extra path connecting

buses 26 and 29. Altogether 5 different operating conditions were considered as shown

in Table 5.7.6

Table 5.7: Operating conditions of test system (source: ©2015 IEEE)

Operating Line outage
Tie-lines power flow / (MW)

condition, c 53-54 60-61 27-53

1 (base) No outage 276.6 411.6 28.6

2 line 53-54 205.5 468.4 42.6

3 line 60-61 358.6 317.0 41.2

4 line 27-53 284.6 416.8 15.2

5 line 26-29 274.6 410.4 27.8

5.1.3 Selection of Remote Signals for the Proposed Algo-

rithm

Residues can be used in the signal selection process when the signals of the same

type are used for analysis. On the other hand, the geometric approach based signal

selection is independent of signal types and therefore, signals having different units

can be compared together [22]. For example, the speed signal of a generator can be

compared with the power output signal of a generator. In fact, this approach has

been proven to be more effective when designing robust damping controllers [63].

6paraphrased from [59] ©2015 IEEE
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The joint controllability and observability measure was calculated using the ge-

ometric approach for four different input signals (i.e., speed and power signals of

generators 9 and 10) to the controller located at generator 9.

Table 5.8: Geometric approach based joint measures for the critical modes (source:
©2015 IEEE)

Signal type
Frequency / (Hz)

1.33 1.28 1.17

Speed of G9 0.038 0.0275 0.0634

Power of G9 0.0053 0.0037 0.0078

Speed of G10 0.0395 0.0479 0.0201

Power of G10 0.0036 0.0042 0.0016

The results in Table 5.8 show that speed signals are better than the power signals.

The speed of generator 9 is the most effective signal for damping the 1.17 Hz mode.

Also, the speed of generator 10, which is a remote signal to a controller located at

generator 9, is more effective in damping the 1.28 Hz mode. Two local signals: (i) the

speed signal of generator 9, (ii) the power signal of generator 9, and the remote speed

signal of the generator 10 were considered as possible input signals under different

control configurations in section 5.2.

5.2 Three Different Configurations that Use Local and Re-

mote Input Signals

The algorithm was tested under three different control configurations. In the de-

sign, there are two methods that can be used to facilitate the required degrees of

freedom. They are, the use of a dynamic compensator with adequate number of con-

troller states, and the use of additional input signals. The additional input signals

can be measured locally or can be acquired remotely using PMUs. Three control
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configurations were considered to highlight (i) the difference between the use of a dy-

namic compensator over the use of additional input signals to the controller, and (ii)

the advantage of using remote measurements instead of additional locally available

signals.7

The three control configurations are:

I. Single local signal (speed signal of generator 9) is used;

II. Two local signals (speed and power signals of generator 9) are used;

III. One local signal (speed of generator 9) and one remote signal (speed of generator

10) are used.

5.3 Selection of Right or Left Eigenstructure Assignment

and the Size of the Dynamic Compensator

“As discussed in Chapter 4, the maximum number of closed loop eigenvalues that can

be assigned using the right eigenstructure assignment technique depends on the avail-

able number of outputs in the state-space system. The number of closed loop eigenval-

ues that can be assigned in the left eigenstructure assignment technique depends on

the number of inputs in the state-space system. For the selected test scenario, there

are six closed loop eigenvalues (i.e., three complex conjugate eigenvalue pairs). When

designing damping controllers it is possible to increase the number of inputs fed to the

controller but not the number of outputs of the controller. Four additional signals are

required to assign six closed loop eigenvalues using right eigenstructure assignment

when two signals are available to the controller. The requirement of an additional

number of inputs or outputs to the controller can be facilitated by having a dynamic

7paraphrased from [59] ©2015 IEEE
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compensator type controller. For the selected test scenario, right eigenstructure as-

signment was selected in order to have a lesser number of dynamic compensator states

(4 dynamic compensator states). However, left eigenstructure assignment is also a

possible option, especially in the case where more degrees of freedom are required.”8

“When there is only one signal available to the controller, five compensator states

are required to move six eigenvalues using partial right eigenstructure assignment.

There is a six dimensional parameter vector for each of six eigenvalues for configu-

ration I. When there are two inputs to the controller, four compensator states are

required. Therefore, five-dimensional six parameter vectors were used in the configu-

rations II and III.”8

5.4 Generating Initial Conditions for the Algorithm

The first step of designing an eigenstructure assignment based stabilizer is to select

the locations of six closed loop eigenvalues which provide damping greater than 5%.

These closed loop eigenvalues are selected so that they do not overlap with the open

loop eigenvalues. If the selected closed loop eigenvalues are identical to the open loop

eigenvalues, the matrix (λiI − A) is not invertible. However, this problem can be

addressed by using singular value decomposition [26, p. 31]. It is also important that

the selected closed loop eigenvalues are away from the vicinity of the other better

located open loop eigenvalues because those open loop eigenvalues could move to the

selected locations instead of critical eigenvalues moving to the selected locations.

The usual practice is to move the critical eigenvalues horizontally to the left of the

eigen plane. Therefore, the closed loop eigenvalues were selected so that the negative

real part of the open loop eigenvalues are increased. The following three closed loop

8[59] ©2015 IEEE
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complex-conjugate eigenvalue pairs were selected under this criteria:

λ1, λ2 = −0.45± 7.37j

λ3, λ4 = −0.43± 8.01j

λ5, λ6 = −0.45± 8.4j

To start the algorithm, the initial set of values for the parameter vectors Fp was

generated using random numbers between −1 and +1. This choice was selected be-

cause the scaling of the parameter vector matrix Fp does not affect the final controller

matrix K.9

5.5 Selection of a Suitable Optimization Method

Optimization algorithms find the optimal point (or points) of the objective function

within the solution space iteratively. They can be basically categorized into linear

and non-linear optimization algorithms. The eigenstructure assignment problem is

non-linear, and therefore a non-linear optimization technique is required to solve

the problem. Any method of non-linear derivative-free optimization technique can

be applied to solve the proposed algorithm. Direct search methods do not require

derivatives and use set of points around the current point and their objective function

values to search for an optimum point. A simple method is the non-linear Simplex

developed by Nelder and Mead [64]. The solution obtained using non-linear Simplex

depends on the initial condition and lacks the capability of searching for a global

solution. On the other hand, meta-heuristic optimization methods are random search

methods that are capable of finding the global solution.

9paraphrased from [59] ©2015 IEEE
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Non-linear simplex was selected as a first candidate to solve the current problem

because of its simplicity and wide use. In the damping control problem, it is not

required to obtain the optimum solution; as long as all the eigenvalues are inside

the region of the complex plane defined by the damping criterion, the solution is

acceptable. Therefore, a simple method like non-linear Simplex is adequate as long

as it provides an acceptable solution. Use of different initial starting points in the non-

linear simplex algorithm is a sound approach for finding a global solution. However, it

is recommended to use a global optimization technique (a heuristic based optimization

technique), especially in situations where non-linear Simplex does not provide an

adequate solution or the number of decision variables in the problem is large.

5.6 Results Under Three Control Configurations

Five operating conditions given in Table 5.7 were considered in the robust design.

The Non-linear simplex algorithm in MATLAB was used to solve the proposed algo-

rithm and 10 different random initial parameter vectors were considered as it lacks

a randomized search. The algorithm was terminated upon the objective value reach-

ing zero or upon decision variables and function value reaching the set tolerances

(whichever reached first). The results were generated under three different control

configurations.

“Table 5.9 lists the results of the algorithm under three control configurations.

In each configuration, 10 different initial values were used in the algorithm and each

initial condition produced a different controller. The number of iterations for the

convergence and the damping of the closed loop eigenvalues that violate the 5%

damping criterion in the solution are given for each initial condition. In Table 5.9,

dsolM,c denotes the damping of the closed loop oscillatory mode M that violate the
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damping criterion under operating condition c. Note that in the solution it is possible

to have more than one mode with less than 5% damping under a single operating

condition.”10

“It was found that in the first control configuration where only one local input is

used, obtaining a controller that provides the required damping under all operating

conditions was not possible using the proposed algorithm. Considering the results

of configuration I in Table 5.9, all ten controllers have failed to provide the required

damping under two operating conditions; conditions 2 and 5.”10

“With a two-input controller that uses the local power signal in addition to the

local speed signal (configuration II in Table 5.9), the algorithm results in a controller

that provides the required damping under all operating conditions except one oper-

ating condition; either condition 2 or condition 5. Also, a higher value of damping is

shown to be achieved in configuration II compared to that obtained for configuration

I.”10

“In configuration III where the local power signal was replaced with the remotely

measured speed signal, the algorithm was capable of producing controllers that pro-

vide damping under all considered operating conditions.”10

“Although we used the power signal of generator 9 in configuration II, according

to Table 5.8 a better signal would have been the speed of generator 10 (which is the

configuration III in Table 5.9). According to the results in Table 5.9, the controllers in

configuration III perform better than the controllers in configuration II. This confirms

that the signal selection based on the joint controllability and observability measures

calculated in Table 5.8 is accurate.”10

“Figure 5.4 shows the three open-loop critical oscillatory modes under the five

operating conditions. The best controller designed under each control configuration

10[59] ©2015 IEEE
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Table 5.9: Results of applying the algorithm under three control configurations
(source: ©2015 IEEE)

Trial no.
Configuration I Configuration II Configuration III

No. of dsolM,c* No. of dsolM,c No. of dsolM,c

iterations % iterations % iterations %

1 5814 4.391,2 1524 4.651,2 3865 4.931,5

4.581,5

4.612,2

2 3911 4.301,2 2784 4.551,2 3759 4.211,5

4.492,5 4.692,5

3 5902 4.471,2 2563 4.361,2 2306 4.951,5

4.601,5

4 3191 4.351,5 3076 4.581,2 470 all ≥ 5

4.411,2

4.572,5

5 1844 4.201,2 3521 4.541,2 3224 4.391,5

4.371,5 4.822,5

6 935 4.51,2 3042 4.861,2 1755 4.841,2

4.591,5 4.871,5 4.941,5

7 3554 4.291,2 2907 4.781,2 1342 4.251,5

4.471,5 4.542,5

4.571,2

8 2658 4.231,2 2109 4.771,5 885 all ≥ 5

4.401,5

9 3983 4.301,2 2102 4.61,2 4753 4.261,2

4.481,5 4.731,5

10 4165 4.281,2 1406 4.541,2 4602 4.901,2

4.461,5 4.961,5

* dsolM,c denotes the damping of mode M in operating condition c

was selected from Table 5.9 and the corresponding closed loop eigenvalues are illus-

trated in Figure 5.5. In Figure 5.5(a), there is one critical oscillatory mode violating

the 5% damping in two contingencies: 53-54 line-out and 26-29 line-out. With the
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Figure 5.4: Open loop eigenvalues of the system
(source: ©2015 IEEE)

best controller designed using two local signals, the critical eigenvalues can be moved

further close to the 5% damping boundary, however, one mode is outside for 53-54

line-out as shown in Figure 5.5(b). Figure 5.5(c) shows that 5% damping under all op-

erating conditions can be achieved using a dual-input controller that uses a remotely

measured signal.”11

“Overall, the results shown in Table 5.9 and Figure 5.5 provide evidence to high-

light the effectiveness of having multiple input signals to the controller rather than

having additional compensator states. The results also demonstrate that there can

be situations where the use of remote signals is more effective than using the same

number of additional local signals when designing robust stabilizers.”11

11[59] ©2015 IEEE
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Figure 5.5: Performance of the best controllers of three control configurations under

different contingencies

(source: ©2015 IEEE)
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5.6.1 Addressing Limitations of the Proposed Approach

The proposed algorithm does not guarantee that the critical open loop eigenvalues

would always move to the locations of the selected closed loop eigenvalues. This is

because the algorithm solves in a single step and the sensitivities are not used to

predict the eigenvalue movement. However, since the controller inputs and outputs

are selected so that they have the maximum sensitivity for the critical eigenvalues, it

is more likely that the critical eigenvalues would move to the specified locations. The

other two possibilities are: (1) a sensitive open loop eigenvalue inside the acceptable

region that is located close to the assigned eigenvalue moves to assigned location, and

(2) a controller eigenvalue can take the assigned location.
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Figure 5.6: Trace of critical eigenvalues by increasing gain in feedback loops

Movement of critical eigenvalues from open loop locations to closed loop locations

can be traced by multiplying the feedback loop by a constant and increasing it from

a very small value to unity. When there are multiple loops in the controller, both
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loops can be multiplied by the same constant. Figure 5.6 shows such a trace obtained

using the controller designed in trail 4 of configuration III considering the base case

operating point. Figure 5.6 illustrates the two other possibilities that could arise. A

sensitive eigenvalue inside the acceptable region has moved to one of the locations

of assigned closed loop eigenvalues. However, this can be avoided by specifying the

assigned closed loop eigenvalues away from the sensitive open loop eigenvalues. Figure

5.6 also shows that a controller eigenvalue (an additional eigenvalue resulting from the

dynamic compensator) has moved to one of the assigned locations. In the design of

configuration III, a four-state dynamic compensator has been used. Four additional

closed loop eigenvalues will be in the closed loop system. Since the majority of the

degrees of freedom were facilitated through a dynamic compensator type controller,

it is more likely to see more controller effort in placing controller eigenvalues in the

selected locations.

However, since the damping criterion is guaranteed in the algorithm, all the closed

loop eigenvalues will be inside the desired region of the complex plane under all

considered operating conditions. Therefore, the proposed design is acceptable.

5.7 Controller Validation Using Non-linear Simulations

“A controller that was designed using the eigenstructure assignment technique was

validated using a non-linear simulation. The Real Time Digital Simulation (RTDS)

[55] was used as the testing platform. The results given in this section are for the

third configuration (i.e., using local and remote speed signals). The resulting dynamic

compensator which is in state-space format was converted to a transfer function for-

mat. There were two transfer functions for each output. The fourth-order dynamic
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compensator converts into two transfer functions of order of four.”12 Washout filters

were included in each output as shown in Figure 5.7.

 

  

   
             

      
      

 

             
      

      
 

    

                   
      

      
 

             
      

      
 

 

    
      

 

    
      

 

Washout filter Dynamic compensator 

Figure 5.7: Two input dynamic compensator type controller in transfer functions

Equations (5.1) and (5.2) are the transfer functions corresponding to the speeds

of generators 9 and 10 obtained using the fourth trial.

11.99s4 + 26.44s3 + 1433s2 + 1561s+ 4114

s4 + 2.113s3 + 120.6s2 + 129.3s+ 3481
(5.1)

−6.364s4 − 14.81s3 − 766.5s2 − 908.1s− 2239

s4 + 2.113s3 + 120.6s2 + 129.3s+ 3481
(5.2)

“The RTDS test system was simulated using the same parameters as used in

the linear analysis and consequently the same initial power flow was obtained. The

turbine governor models were included in the non-linear simulation in addition to the

same generator and exciter models used in the linearised model. At the steady state,

the four n-1 contingencies were applied, one at a time, tripping the corresponding

line.”12

12[59] ©2015 IEEE
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For the first contingency, a three phase line to ground fault was applied at bus

26 for 5 cycles of the 60 Hz frequency, and a single line of the double circuit tie-

line between bus 26-29 was removed. The other three contingencies were applied in

the same manner, applying three phase line to ground faults at buses 27, 54 and 60

and removing respective lines 27-53, 54-53, and 60-61. The resulting waveforms are

compared with open loop responses in Figure 5.8. For the purpose of brevity, results

of the base case scenario is not shown. The results confirmed that the controller

improves damping of the oscillations under all five operating conditions.
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Figure 5.8: Transient responses for contingencies in non-linear simulation

5.7.1 Performance Comparison with a Non-robust Controller

In this section, the performance of the controller designed considering multiple oper-

ating conditions was compared with a non-robust controller. “Another controller was

designed with the same control configuration considering only the base case operating
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condition and it was also tested under contingencies. The performance of the robust

controller was compared against the performance of the controller designed for the

base case operating condition. The worst situation was observed for the contingency

of the outage of line 26-29. A three phase line to ground fault was applied at the

bus 26 for 5 cycles of the 60 Hz frequency, and the line between buses 26 and 29 was

removed. The speed responses of generators 9 and 10 are shown in Figure 5.9 for the

above two different designs. These comparisons confirm that the robust controller

performs better than the non-robust controller.”13

13[59] ©2015 IEEE
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(a) Speed response of generator 9 for robust and non-robust con-
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(b) Speed response of generator 10 for robust and non-robust con-

trollers

Figure 5.9: Non-linear simulation results for 26-29 line-out

(source: ©2015 IEEE)

5.8 Results When Assigned Closed Loop Eigenvalues are Al-

lowed to Change

In the previous sections, throughout the algorithm, the six closed loop eigenvalues

were fixed at the specified locations. In this section, assigned closed loop eigenvalues

were allowed to vary within defined ranges by introducing new decision variables in

the optimization algorithm. Upper and lower bounds were specified for each closed
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loop eigenvalue. They are shown in Table 5.10 along with their corresponding critical

open loop eigenvalues.14

Table 5.10: Upper and lower bounds set for closed loop eigenvalues

Open loop eigenvalue λrc λ̄rc λimc λ̄imc

-0.152± 8.37i −0.8 −0.45 8.2 9.0

-0.149± 8.011i −0.5 −0.43 7.8 8.2

0.035 ± 7.376i −0.7 −0.5 7.2 7.4

The algorithm was modified to include the eigenvalues as decision variables and

the initial values were selected for qi so that the closed loop eigenvalues are located in

the right corner of the selected range in the complex plane. The design was carried out

for configuration III. The same set of initial values for the parameter vectors used in

the section 5.6 were used in the modified algorithm. However, the initial conditions

for qi were the same under each trial and they were allowed to change within the

selected range inside the algorithm. With this initial setting the simplex technique

provided good results. However, it is recommended to use a better optimization

technique since there are increased number of variables in the system with addition

of qi. The results of the modified algorithm are given in Table 5.11.

The modified algorithm is capable of generating controllers with better perfor-

mance compared to the results of the configuration III in Table 5.9. Except under

one initial starting point (trial 3), the algorithm produced controllers that satisfy the

robust damping criterion.

The constraints for assigned eigenvalues are shown as rectangles in Figure 5.10.

They were selected so that they do not include other open loop eigenvalues. Figure

5.10 shows the root locus with the designed controller under trial 1. The gains of

the feedback was increased from zero to the designed value to trace the movement

14paraphrased from [59] ©2015 IEEE
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Table 5.11: Results of the modified algorithm with varying closed loop eigenvalues

Trial
Configuration III modified algorithm

no. No. of iter. dsolM,c %

1 2219 all ≥ 5

2 1997 all ≥ 5

3 896 4.291,5, 4.641,5, 4.761,2

4 1620 all ≥ 5

5 3156 all ≥ 5

6 690 all ≥ 5

7 1233 all ≥ 5

8 3284 all ≥ 5

9 2491 all ≥ 5

10 1334 all ≥ 5

* dsolM,c denotes the damping of mode M in
operating condition c
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Figure 5.10: Trace of critical eigenvalues for trial 1 in Table 5.11

of closed loop eigenvalues for base case operating condition. Results of the modified

algorithm show that by letting the location of closed loop eigenvalues to change, the
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flexibility of the algorithm can be further improved.

5.9 Incorporating Signal Delays in Eigenstructure Assign-

ment Design

Results in section 5.6 show that the use of remote signals has advantages when de-

signing a robust stabilizer. In order to have the desired damping performance with

remote signals, the delay in the feedback signal must be compensated. According

to the results in chapter 3, existence of a delay in the feedback signal is the same

as having a phase lag in the oscillatory mode. The compensation for phase lag can

be achieved in the controller as a phase advance. In a conventional phase lead-lag

type controller, this adjustment can be made in a direct manner. The compensation

for time delay is not straight forward with multiple oscillatory modes and because

eigenstructure assignment technique uses a dynamic compensator type controller, the

delay in the feedback signal must be incorporated in the design itself.

Consider the control configuration III where the first input is the local speed signal

and the second input is the remote speed signal measured from generator 10. When

the remote signal is delayed, the input signal to the controller is the delayed. The

input signal to the controller y2 in Figure 5.7 becomes y2d.

5.9.1 Representing Delays in the State-space Using Low-order

Transfer Function

The delay in the remote signal can be incorporated to the linearized system of the

power system. A rational approximation is required to include a delay in a finite

state-space system. Padé approximation is a well known approximation that has
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been used to model a delay as a low-order transfer function. A drawback of this

approximation is that there is no rule to select the order of the transfer function.

It has been shown in [65] that a controller designed using this approximation can

lead to instability in the real system and therefore, the use of a higher order of the

Padé approximation has been recommended. The application of this approximation

to calculate eigenvalues of a power system suggested the use of an order higher than

three [66]. However, the higher the order, the more computational burden because

depending on the order selected, there will be that many additional number of states

in the state-space system.

For this analysis an order of 5 was selected. To verify the accuracy of the selected

approximation the designed controller was tested in a non-linear simulation after the

design. For time delay τ , the 5th order Padé approximation is given in (5.3).

y2d
y2

=
−(sτ)5 + 30(sτ)4 − 420(sτ)3 + 3360(sτ)2 − 15120(sτ) + 30240

(sτ)5 + 30(sτ)4 + 420(sτ)3 + 3360(sτ)2 + 15120(sτ) + 30240
(5.3)

The state-space model of (5.3) can be defined as in (5.5) where p represents the

vector of five states representing the 5th order transfer function.

ṗ = Adep +Bdey2 (5.4)

y2d = Cdep +Ddey2 (5.5)

In a design based on an iterative algorithm such as in eigenstructure assignment,

the delay can be included in the state-space representation of the plant and the design

can be carried out using the modified state-space system. Combining the state-space
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representing the delay with the state-space representation of the power system given

in (2.2) and (2.3), combined state-space model can be derived as follows:

ẋ

ṗ

 =

 A 0n×5

BdeC2 Ade


x

p

+

 B

05×1

u, (5.6)

y2d =

[
DdeC2 Cde

]x

p

 , (5.7)

y1 =

[
C1 01×5

]x

p

 . (5.8)

With this formulation, the proposed algorithm can be used to design a controller

for the modified state-space system as before and A in (5.6) is different for different

operating conditions considered in 5.1.2.

5.9.2 Performance of a Controller Designed Without Con-

sidering Delay

Consider the controllers designed in section 5.8 where delay has not been considered

in the design. Performance of such a designed controller was tested under delays in

the remote signal (speed signal of generator 10). The delay was represented in the

state-space system using the Padé approximation. The delay was increased from zero

to 500 ms using small steps and the movement of closed loop eigenvalues were plotted

for the five operating conditions considered above. Figure 5.11 shows the movement

of closed loop eigenvalues with increasing delay. Initially, all the eigenvalues were on

the left side of the damping boundary, and with increasing delay, some eigenvalues

moved past the required damping boundary.
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Figure 5.11: Movement of closed loop eigenvalues when the delay is increased from
zero to 500 ms

5.9.3 Results of the Algorithm Incorporating Delays

The linearized system matrices were modified to consider the delay in the remote

signal. It was assumed that a delay of 500 ms is present in the remote signal. A

delay of 500 ms was selected to be consistent with the previous simulations in chapter

3 where a mean delay of 500 ms was used. This delay was represented using the

5th order Padé transformation as given in (5.3) and it was included in the linearized

system matrices under each operating condition. The new state-space models had

five additional variables representing delays. The algorithm presented in section 5.8

was repeated with the new system matrices. Ten trials were carried out as before

with different initial starting points for the optimization algorithm. Under these 10

trials, four attempts were successful producing controllers that satisfy the damping

criterion under the five operating conditions.
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(a) Controller designed without considering delay
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(b) Controller designed considering delay

Figure 5.12: Closed loop eigenvalues with the designed controllers subjected to 500

ms delay

The closed loop eigenvalues of the system are compared in Figure 5.12 for two
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cases: (i) Controller designed without considering delay; and (ii) Controller designed

considering delay. A controller designed without considering delay in Table 5.11 is

considered in Figure 5.12(a), where the closed loop eigenvalues of the system is shown

with a delay of 500 ms in the remotely measured signal. Closed loop eigenvalues of the

system with a designed controller compensating for 500 ms delay is shown in Figure

5.12(b). For the considered delay, one oscillatory mode is outside the desired damping

region. By including the corresponding delay in the remote signal, a controller can be

designed using the eigenstructure assignment based algorithm to satisfy the damping

criterion under all operating conditions.

5.9.4 Controller Validation with Delays in the Remote Signal

The controller designed considering delay was tested in a non-linear simulation plat-

form. The real-time simulation setup was used as described in section 5.7 and it was

modified to include a fixed delay of 500 ms in the remote speed signal input to the

dynamic compensator. The designed controller was included in the simulation and

tested for contingencies. The performance of the controller designed considering delay

was compared with the performance of the controller designed without considering

delay. Four contingencies were applied as before and the speed responses after the

faults were observed. The low damping oscillatory mode in Figure 5.12(a) was more

observable in the speed signal of the generator 10. Furthermore, the mode was more

visible in the response of generator 10 under two contingencies: line outages of 26-29

and 27-53. The responses obtained for those two contingencies are compared in Figure

5.13 for two controllers: (1) Controller designed to compensate for 500 ms delay, and

(2) Controller designed without considering delay. The corresponding low damping

mode is visible in the speed waveforms after 6 s and the controller designed consider-
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ing delay provides more damping to that mode. Results confirm that the algorithm

produces controllers that provide better damping when the delay is considered in the

design.
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Figure 5.13: Controller validation with a delay in the feedback in non-linear simulation

5.10 Discussion on Reliability of Synchrophasor Based Sta-

bilizers

The reliability of synchrophasor-based power system stabilizers is of a concern be-

cause the probability of losing a remotely measured signal is higher than losing a

locally measured signal. A remote signal travels through a number of devices in the

synchrophasor network. Failure of one such intermediate device could result in failure

of receiving the signal at the controller. Therefore, when a controller uses a remotely

measured signal, it is important to make sure that the controller provides acceptable
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performance even when the remote signal is lost.
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Figure 5.14: Closed loop eigenvalues when the remote signal is missing

The designed controllers can be tested for reliability by determining the damping

of the critical modes when the remotely measured signal is absent. For reliability

evaluation, the controller designed under control configuration III was selected. The

controller designed under trial 4 was selected to demonstrate the resultant damping

when the remotely measured signal (speed of generator 10) is unavailable. Figure 5.14

shows the closed loop eigenvalues under the base case operating condition. There are

two modes that violate the damping criterion when the remote signal is missing. Their

damping ratios are 4.61% and 4.77%; they are very close to the required damping of

5%. Similarly, determination of damping can be made for other operating conditions.

Multiple controllers can be designed using different initial conditions in the proposed

algorithm. Each controller can be tested for reliability and the controller that works

best under the loss of remote signal can be selected.



Chapter 6

Contributions and Future

Directions

The main contribution of this research is the development of a damping controller

design algorithm using eigenstructure assignment technique that takes into account

multiple contingencies. The theme of this research has been the use of synchrophasor

signals in damping controllers and the proposed algorithm accommodates the use of

remote signals. Some of the adverse effects of using remote signals have also been

addressed in this work. The contributions are summarised in point form below.

6.1 Contributions

Development of an algorithm using eigenstructure assignment to design

robust power system stabilizers

Eigenstructure assignment technique offers extra degrees of freedom to address

different design requirements. In this research, these extra degrees of freedom were

utilized to design a robust damping controller that provides the required damping

134
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under multiple operating conditions. This thesis presented an algorithm of designing

damping controllers using the eigenstructure assignment technique. The proposed

algorithm differs from the algorithm proposed by Kshatriya et al., [9] and incorporates

different operating conditions at the design-stage itself to obtain a robust damping

controller.

When designing controllers, finding an optimal solution in a multi-dimensional

solution space is difficult when the solution space is large. It was highlighted in the

thesis that the eigenstructure assignment technique provides a solution subspace that

satisfies a set of prespecified closed loop eigenvalues. Also, the elimination of the

use of sensitivities reduces the computational effort in the design by not having to

move the closed loop eigenvalues in small steps. The reduced complexity and extra

degrees of freedom enable the incorporation of additional operating conditions to the

design. Guidelines have been given in the thesis to select the location of pre-specified

closed loop eigenvalues and the initial values of free parameter vectors. It was also

shown that the specified closed loop eigenvalues can also be considered as decision

variables in the problem to increase the flexibility in the design. Overall, this work is

an advancement in the application of the eigenstructure assignment technique in the

design of damping controllers for power systems.

It was also shown in this work that synchrophasor signals can be used as additional

signals to increase the degrees of freedom available for the design. The determination

of whether multiple input signals are required or whether remote signals are required

depends on the particular system being considered. The proposed algorithm based

on eigenstructure assignment can accommodate all these scenarios.

A delay can be present in a remotely measured signal and it could deteriorate

the performance of the damping controller if not incorporated in the design. It was
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shown that the algorithm can be used with systems that have transmission delays.

The application of the proposed algorithm in designing a power system stabilizer

for the interconnected New England and New York power system model provided

evidence to support the effectiveness of using remotely measured signals in improving

robustness. The degrees of freedom available for the design are governed by the num-

ber of input signals available to the controller. The number of inputs and outputs

of the controller can be increased in the design by either increasing the number of

states of the dynamic compensator or by using additional number of measured input

signals to the controller. It has been shown that the additional measured signals to

the controller provide more flexibility in the design. More importantly, when remotely

measured signals are used in the controller, the robustness can be improved.

The development of a method for compensating the effect of random delays

The main concern about the delay in a synchrophasor network is that it is not

constant and is randomly varying. The solution proposed in [39] is to change the

compensation level according to the delay. However, in the industry power system

stabilizers are usually tuned for a fixed compensation level. The proposed solution

in the thesis uses a fixed compensation as a solution to a randomly varying delay.

This solution eliminates the oscillations that could occur due to switching between

different compensation levels.

An analysis was carried out by simulating random delays in the feedback loop of a

damping controller and their effect was determined by analysis of time response. Two

types of random distributions of delays were considered in the study. A statistical

approach was followed by taking sample responses at random times to determine the

damping of the oscillatory mode when subjected to random delays.
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The effect of random delays in the feedback loop on the performance of the PSS

was studied and a suitable compensation for randomly varying delays was investi-

gated. Results showed that an acceptable damping performance can be maintained

in the system by simply having a fixed compensation corresponding to the mean value

of the randomly varying delay. This finding is a valuable input to the utility when

trial testing the use of synchrophasor signals in feedback controllers.

Study of the effect of data dropout on the performance of a PSS using a

simple analogy

The effect of data dropout in the feedback signal was simulated using a simple

analogy. Different data dropout rates were considered in the study to determine the

behaviour of the critical eigenvalue under increased rates of data dropout. The eigen-

values were obtained from the time response in the real-time simulation for different

data dropout rates and were marked in the complex plane for better visualization.

Results showed that the effect of data dropout is not significant for practically re-

ported rates.

Modeling and analysis of the effect of constant delays on the performance

of a power system stabilizer using discrete transformation

The effect of constant feedback delays on the performance of a synchrophasor

based PSS was studied by using discrete transformation. Use of discrete transforma-

tion is a common method used in computer controlled systems to assess stability of

time delayed systems [52]. This method has been adopted for modeling the delay in

the input feedback signal to the PSS. This method provided an accurate prediction

of the behaviour of the critical oscillatory mode to increasing delays, i.e., the delay
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in the remote signal is equivalent to a phase lag and can be compensated by having

an additional phase advance in the controller. This result is very much straight for-

ward. However, this analysis provided a clear understanding of how the delay affects

the damping of the critical oscillatory mode. An important observation made in this

analysis is that with large delays in the feedback signal, the damping of the oscilla-

tory mode can deteriorate to a level that is worse than that of the system without

the controller. The analysis was carried out using a small benchmark power system

model, however, the result of the analysis is independent of the size of the power

system model and could be applied to any system.

A case study was conducted to show the benefit of using remote signals in

power system stabilizers under different operating conditions

The advantage of using remote signals under different operating conditions was

shown using a case study. It was shown that a PSS designed for a base case operat-

ing condition does not provide sufficient damping under a contingency scenario. The

sensitivity calculated for the selected input-output pair was comparatively small un-

der the contingency operating condition. Remote signals were considered as possible

input signals to the controller to investigate if a better observable signal could be

found. It was found that remote signals introduce improved observability as opposed

to using only local signals.

6.2 Publications

This thesis work resulted in the following publications:

1. A. I. Konara and U. D. Annakkage, “Robust power system stabilizer design us-
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ing eigenstructure assignment”, Accepted for publication in IEEE Transactions

on Power Systems, pp.1-9, doi: 10.1109/TPWRS.2015.2437372.

2. A. I. Konara and U. D. Annakkage, “A simulation based study on the effect of

data dropout on the performance of synchrophasor based power system stabi-

lizers”, CIGRE International Symposium, 27-28 May 2015.

3. A. I. Konara and U. D. Annakkage, “Effect of random delays on the performance

of synchrophasor based power system stabilizers”, 9th annual CIGRE Canada

Conference on Power Systems, 22-24 Sep. 2014.

4. A. I. Konara and U. D. Annakkage, “A case study to demonstrate the benefit

of using synchrophasor signals for power system stabilizers”, 2013 8th IEEE

International Conference on Industrial and Information Systems (ICIIS), pp.1-

5, 17-20 Dec. 2013.

6.3 Directions for Future Research

Utilities around the world continue to interconnect through long distances, and the

damping control problem becomes more prominent. More research is required before

the use of synchrophasor signals in feedback controllers becomes a reality and the

implementation in utilities can be carried out successfully. It is evident that syn-

chrophasors offer many opportunities for better performance in damping controllers.

This thesis has considered only one aspect of a better design, i.e., a design of a

damping controller for multiple contingencies, and how synchrophasor signals can be

incorporated in the design to achieve robustness under multiple contingencies. Some

other performance criteria that can be addressed are reducing mode interactions and

improvement of the transient response.
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The major concern of using synchrophasor signals in feedback controllers is the

unreliability present due to communication issues. This thesis focused on only two

issues: delays and data dropout. Issues such as data disordering and bit errors should

also be studied before synchrophasor signals could be put to practical use. Empirical

studies on communication issues in implemented synchrophasor networks is in order.

One such empirical study estimated the random variations of transmission delays

in synchrophasor signals. This thesis presented a simple solution to compensate for

randomly varying delay by having a fixed compensation corresponding to the mean

value. However, it is a possibility that the mean value of the variation could vary

within a range. Therefore, variation of mean delay in the long run should also be

studied in implemented synchrophasor networks.

In the proposed control design algorithm, only a fixed delay was considered in the

feedback signal. The proposed robust eigenstructure assignment algorithm can also

be used to address time varying delays. Systems with different delays in the remote

signal can be considered as different operating conditions in the proposed algorithm.

It is interesting to find out if the controller can be designed considering the delay to

vary within a selected range.

There are many other control design strategies that could be used with eigen-

structure assignment. Eigenstructure assignment offers sufficient degrees of freedom

to address additional design objectives. One possibility is to use modern frequency

domain performance indices with eigenstructure assignment. This way, the design

can incorporate properties of both the time domain and the frequency domain.

Another interesting idea would be to consider a model reduction technique to

develop a reduced-order model of the system and then to apply the eigenstructure

assignment method. Computational effort associated with handling large matrices
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could be reduced by using such an approach.



Appendix A

Role of Eigenvalues and

Eigenvectors in the Shape of the

Response

Closed-loop eigenvectors are also an important part of the design of a controller. The

excitation of oscillations in response of the system when subject to disturbance is gov-

erned by the closed-loop eigenvectors. In this appendix, it is shown that the output

response of a system is a function of closed loop eigenvalues and closed loop eigen-

vectors. The derivation for the equation of output response in terms of eigenvalues

and eigenvectors is given below.

Considering the state-space system given in (2.2) and (2.2) in chapter 2, the gain

feedback closed loop system can be obtained as given in (A.1) whereK is the controller

matrix.

ẋ(t) = Acx(t), Ac = A+BKC (A.1)
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State response equation can be written as,

x(t) = eActx(0) (A.2)

where x(0) is the initial state vector.

Relationship between states, x(t) and modes, Z(t) are given by the right eigen-

vector modal matrix, (2.11),

x(t) = V Z(t) (A.3)

Equating this in (A.1), n uncoupled modal equations can be derived as:

Żi(t) = λiZi(t), i = 1, 2, . . . , n (A.4)

In the model form, response of the modal state is

Zi(t) = eλitZi(0) (A.5)

The equation (A.3) can be expanded as

x(t) =
n∑
i=1

viZi(t) (A.6)

Equating (A.5) in (A.6):

x(t) =
n∑
i=1

vie
λitZi(0) (A.7)
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And initial state of the modal state:

Zi(0) = w
′

ix(0) (A.8)

Finally, the state equation can be written as:

x(t) =
n∑
i=1

vie
λitw

′

ix(0) (A.9)

And the output response equation is:

y(t) =
n∑
i=1

Cvie
λitw

′

ix(0) (A.10)

The output response y(t) can be a signal of any form such as speed signal of a

generator, power flow in a transmission line, etc, which can be formulated using the

system output matrix, C. It is a combination of n number of dynamic modes or in

other words sum of n number of responses. In each of these modes, eigenvalue, λi

determines the decay rate and frequency of the output signal. It is clear from A.10,

that the eigenvectors also contribute towards the transient response of the system.

The right eigenvector, vi gives the relative activity of each state when mode i is excited

where as left eigenvector, wi determines the contribution of initial state vector, x(0)

in the ith mode.
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